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REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Anne Fisher, Heritage Planner 
 

DATE: May 9, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0030 
 

RE: Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study – Status Update and 
extension of Interim Control By-law 2017-0070. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PLS-2018-0030 dated May 9, 2018 regarding the Glen Williams 
Mature Neighbourhood Study be received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Interim Control By-law 2017-0070, attached as Schedule 
Two to this report, be extended for a further six months; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to sign the By-law attached 
as Schedule Two to this report, which extends the period during which Interim Control 
By-law 2017-0070 will be in effect by an additional six months, from November 26, 2018 
to May 27, 2019; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the process for considering exemptions/site-specific exceptions 
to the Interim Control By-law as outlined in Staff Report PLS-2017-0027 be continued 
until the expiration or repeal of the By-law attached as Schedule Two to this report. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 Provide an update on the progress of the Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood 
Study;  

 Provide a synopsis of the findings of the consultant’s Background Report with 
respect to this study; and  

 Seek approval to extend Interim Control By-law 2017-0070 for a further six 
months to allow sufficient time to complete the Glen Williams Mature 
Neighbourhood Study.  
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On November 27, 2017 the Town Council approved the Terms of Reference for a 
Mature Neighbourhood Study of the Hamlet of Glen Williams. The Study is looking at 
the impact that large home rebuilds are having on the mature neighbourhoods of Glen 
Williams. It is considering whether these forms of development are harming these 
neighbourhoods and whether the Zoning By-law and Official Plan should be amended to 
prevent such harm.  

The Study is being undertaken in three phases. These are illustrated in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study Phases 

 

Phase 1: Background Review 
 
This phase involved a thorough background review and included: 

 A Neighbourhood Walking Tour – Completed March 24, 2018 

 Stake Holder Interviews – Completed April 2018 

 Background Report (see Schedule One of this report) – Completed April 2018 

 Public Workshop – Completed May 3, 2018 

 

Phase 2: Draft Zoning By-law Amendment 
 
This phase is currently underway. It includes an analysis of the public feedback and the 
production of draft directions and recommendations for changes to the Zoning By-law 
(and potential minor associated changed to the Official Plan). This phase includes: 

 A Draft Options Report – Due May 18, 2018 (not available at the time of writing 
this report) 

 A Public Open House – Scheduled for June 14, 2018  
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Having the Public Open House before the summer provides considerable time for the 
public to review and comment on the proposed options and for their input to be 
considered in the final report. 

Phase 3: Final Zoning By-law Amendment 

This phase includes a thorough review of the public engagement to date and proposed 
directions and amendments to the Town’s Comprehensive Zoning By-law. The 
municipal election period has meant that this phase of the study cannot be completed 
until Winter 2018/2019 when the new Council is in office. This phase of the Study will 
include: 

 A Final Recommendations Report from the Town’s consultants; 

 A Statutory Public Meeting; and  

 A final Council Report with recommendations for changes to the Zoning By-law 
and potential minor associated changes to the Official Plan. 
 

Interim Control By-law 2017-0070 

Interim Control By-law 2017-0070 (ICBL) came into effect on November 27, 2017 and is 
in effect for one year, until November 26, 2018. It restricts the size/scale of large home 
rebuilds in the mature neighbourhoods of Glen Williams while the Glen Williams Mature 
Neighbourhood Study is being undertaken. It is recommended that the ICBL be 
extended for a further six months to May 27, 2019 as the Glen Williams Mature 
Neighbourhood Study will not be complete by November 2018. This six month 
extension will ensure that no large home rebuilds take place prior to the adoption of any 
changes to the comprehensive Zoning By-law that result from this study. In the event 
that the study is completed and Council has adopted final Zoning By-law changes prior 
to May 27, 2019, the ICBL could be repealed.  

The Exemption Process established by Council in November 2017 would also continue 
to apply for the duration of the six month extension period. This allows new residential 
development that does not comply with the restrictions outlined in the by-law to be 
considered, on a case-by-case basis, to determine their compatibility with the existing 
neighbourhood character. Council approval would still be required to grant a site-
specific exception to the ICBL. 

 

COMMENTS: 

Phase 1 of the Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study has been completed. The 
key findings of this Background Review Phase (as contained in the Background Report 
attached as Schedule One of this report) are as follows: 

 Understanding the unique history of Glen Williams is a vital element in 
understanding the character of the community. 
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 The character of a neighbourhood is defined by both broad elements such as the 
lot pattern, natural heritage system and street network as well as the features of 
individual lots such as the heights, setbacks and designs of the buildings.  
 

 Changes in demographics and the housing market during the last fifty years have 
meant that people today now own more cars and want larger houses than they 
did before. This has led to changes to some of the Glen’s older housing stock 
through both demolition and rebuilding new larger replacement houses and major 
renovations to existing houses.  
 

 A study of the way other municipalities are seeking to control development within 
their mature neighbourhoods has been included. The different methods used by 
other municipalities have been analyzed and a summary of their advantages and 
disadvantages of each approach is included.    
 

 The Background Report notes that a review of the following zoning provisions 
should be considered as part of this Mature Neighbourhood Study: 

o Height 
o Massing 
o Scale and proportion to lot frontage and area; 
o Setbacks 
o Landscaping 
o Garages 

 

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

2014-2018 Strategic Action Plan: 

The Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study relates to the following ‘Top 8’ priority 
of Council’s 2014-2018 Strategic Action Plan: 

3. Planning for Growth 

C. Preserve the established character of stable neighbourhoods by focusing 
development in identified intensification areas, and utilizing ‘best practices’ in 
urban design for infill development. 

Town Strategic Plan: 

The Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study relates to the following Strategic 
Directions outlined in the Town of Halton Hills Strategic Plan: 

 Strategic Direction G: Achieve Sustainable Growth – which “seeks to ensure 
that growth is managed so as to ensure a balanced, sustainable, well planned 
community that meets the needs of its residents and businesses” and in 
particular the following Strategic Objective:  

G.7  To ensure that the character and stability of existing residential 

neighbourhoods is maintained when accommodating growth. 
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 Strategic Direction I: Provide Responsive, Effective Municipal Government 
– which aims to “provide strong leadership in the effective and efficient delivery of 
municipal services” and in particular the following Strategic Objective: 

I.4  To encourage and support community participation in municipal decision-
making. 

 

 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

None as a consequence of this report. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 

The consultants and Town staff have worked closely with the Steering Committee 
established for this project. The Steering Committee comprises of Town Councillors and 
residents of Glen Williams as well as a representative of Heritage Halton Hills and a 
representative of the Glen Williams Community Association. 
 
 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

A Neighbourhood Walk took place on March 24, 2018 and the Public Workshop took 
place on May 3, 2018. Both were advertised in the newspaper and on the Town’s web 
site. The Glen Williams Community Association also drew attention to these events and 
advertised them on their web site. Approximately forty (40) people attended the Walking 
Tour and approximately thirty (30) participated in the Public Workshop. Valuable input 
was received at both events. This is currently being reviewed and will be carefully 
considered in the development of options. 
 
Details of the Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study have been included on the 
Town’s web site and on its community engagement platform “Let’s Talk Halton Hills”.  
 

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Haltom Hills.  Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.   
 
The recommendation outlined in this report advances the Strategy’s implementation. 
 
This report supports the Economic Prosperity and Social Well-being pillar of 
Sustainability and in summary the alignment of this report with the Community 
Sustainability Strategy is good.   
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COMMUNICATIONS: 

Community Engagement will be ongoing throughout the Glen Williams Mature 
Neighbourhood Study as outlined in the study Terms of Reference that were approved 
by Council in November 2017 (Staff Report: PLS-2017-0027). 

Study updates and information are posted regularly on the Town’s website and on its 
community engagement platform “Let’s Talk Haltom Hills”. Events are also 
communicated on the Town’s monthly e-newsletter “The Current”. In addition to this the 
Glen Williams Community Association has worked with Town Staff to publicize 
information and upcoming events relating to this study. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

This report provides an update on the progress of the Glen Williams Mature 
Neighbourhood Study.  The proposed extension of Interim Control By-law 2017-0070 for 
a further year would prevent any new large home development taking place on existing 
lots of record in Glen Williams while the study is underway.  

 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

Steve Burke, Manager of Planning Policy 

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO  
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Schedule Two to Report PLS-2018-0030 
 

 

 
 
 

BY-LAW NO. 2018-  
 

A By-law to extend the period of time during which Interim Control 
By-law 2017-0070 will be in effect by an additional year to 
November 25, 2019. 
 

 
 
WHEREAS on November 27, 2017, Council for the Town of Halton Hills enacted Interim 
Control By-law 2017-0070 to control the erection of, or additions resulting in, any large 
scale single-detached dwellings within defined areas of the Hamlet of Glen Williams for a 
period of one year. 
 
AND WHEREAS Section 38(2) of the Planning Act provides Council with the discretion to 
extend the period of time during which Interim Control By-law 2017-0070 will be in effect, 
provided the total period of time does not exceed two years from the date of the passing of 
Interim Control By-law 2017-0070. 
 

AND WHEREAS the Glen Williams Mature Neighbourhood Study is progressing well 
but cannot be completed before the Municipal Elections in October 2018; and as such 
additional time is required to permit the completion of all phases of the Study and 
approval of final Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendments, while ensuring adequate 
time for public consultation. 
 
AND WHEREAS on June 11, 2018, Council for the Town of Halton Hills approved 
Report No. PLS-2018-0030 dated May 9, 2018, in which certain recommendations were 
made relating to the mature neighbourhoods of Glen Williams. 
 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE COUNCIL OF THE 
CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF HALTON HILLS ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 
 
1. Interim Control By-law 2017-0070, as amended, is hereby further amended by 

repealing Section 5A and replacing it with the following: 
 

“5A.  This By-law shall come into force and take effect immediately upon the 
passage thereof, and shall be in effect until November 25, 2019, unless 
repealed by Council at an earlier date.” 

 
 
 
BY-LAW read and passed by the Council for the Town of Halton Hills this         day of               
, 2018. 
 
 
 
              
      MAYOR – RICK BONNETTE 
 
 
 
              
      CLERK – SUZANNE JONES 
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REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of Planning, Public Works & Transportation 
Committee 

REPORT FROM: Romaine Scott, Legal Coordinator 
Planning & Sustainability 

DATE: 
April 30, 2018 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0035 
 

RE: Dedication of Reserve Block 26, Plan 20M-1029 
Location: 14329 Highway 25 at Davidson Drive, Halton Hills 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PLS-2018-0035 dated April 30, 2018 regarding a by-law to dedicate 
0.3 m (1 ft) reserve as part of the public highway system be received. 
 
AND FURTHER THAT staff be authorized to bring forward a by-law to dedicate the 
0.3m (1 ft) Reserve Block 26, Plan 20M-1029 as part of the public highway system to 
allow legal access from Davidson Drive onto the property at 14329 Highway 25 (the 
“Property”). 
 

BACKGROUND: 

Reserve Block 26, Plan 20M-1029 was acquired by the Town in 2008 during the 

development of the Halton Green Estates Subdivision. The purpose of the Reserve was 

to control access from the then undeveloped Property onto Davidson Drive, which was 

at the time, being constructed as part of Subdivision Plan 20M-1029. 

The Transportation & Public Works Department has recently received applications from 

the Owner of the Property for an Entrance Permit and a Site Alteration Permit to 

construct a driveway access from Davidson Drive onto the Property, between 9 and 11 

Davidson Drive. Staff understands that the Owner is preparing the Property for the 

development of a single family home as permitted under the Town’s Zoning By-law. 

The location of the Reserve is illustrated on the map attached to this Report as 

Appendix “1”. 
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COMMENTS: 

The Owner has provided the information and drawings required for the approval and 
issuance of the requisite permits for the construction of the proposed entrance and 
driveway. Staff noted that the entire 20m width of the Property, between 9 and 11 
Davidson Drive has several existing trees in the area of the proposed driveway. The 
proposed driveway will be constructed to a maximum of 6m wide between the trees, 
leaving a treed buffer on both sides of the driveway and the adjacent properties. 
Transportation & Public Works staff have reviewed the permit applications and are 
satisfied that all efforts will be made to minimize the removal of the existing trees on the 
private Property and therefore has no concerns with the proposal.  
 
The drawing showing the proposed driveway and tree removal is attached to this Report 
as Appendix “2”. 
 
The Transportation & Public Works Department concurs that it is in order to dedicate 
the Reserve as shown on Appendix “1” as part of the public highway system which will 
effectively permit legal access from Davidson Drive onto the Property. 
 

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This is a procedural issue. The proposed Reserve dedication has no relationship to the 

Town’s Strategic Plan. 

 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

There is no financial impact with respect to this Report. 

 

CONSULTATION: 

There has been consultation between the Owner and with the Transportation & Public 

Works Department. 

 

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

No public engagement is required for this Report. 
 

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

There is no sustainability implication with respect to this Report. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

The Owner of the Property will be required to notify the adjacent owners at 9 and 11 

Davidson Drive prior to the issuance of the permits herein. 
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CONCLUSION: 

Reserve Block 26, Plan 20M-1029 is no longer required as the development of the 

subdivision has been completed for some time. It is now expedient that the Town lifts 

the Reserve to provide legal access from Davidson Drive onto the Property, and to 

further facilitate the development of the single family home as contemplated by the 

owner. Therefore, staff recommend that the appropriate by-law be enacted to effectively 

lift the reserve and provide legal access as set out in this Report. 

 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability 

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Anne Fisher, Heritage Planner 
 

DATE: April 27, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0036 
 

RE: Intent to Designate the Glen Williams Schoolhouse at 15 Prince 
Street, Glen Williams 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PLS-2018-0036 dated April 27, 2018 and titled “Intent to Designate 
the Glen Williams Schoolhouse at 15 Prince Street Glen Williams under Part IV of the 
Ontario Heritage Act”, be received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT Council indicate its intention to designate the property at 15 
Prince Street, Glen Williams (Plan 56 Part lot 68; RP 20R11535 Part 5, Glen Williams, 
Town of Halton Hills, Regional Municipality of Halton); and known as the Glen Williams 
Schoolhouse, under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT Clerks staff proceed with serving a notice of intention to 
designate, as mandated by Section 29(3) of the Ontario Heritage Act; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT once the 30-day objection period has expired, and if there are no 
objections, a designation by-law for the Glen Williams Schoolhouse be brought forward 
to Council for adoption. 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The owners of the property at 15 Prince Street, Glen Williams have requested that this 
property be designated under the provisions of Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. This 
property is situated on the south side of Prince Street at the eastern side of its 
intersection with Princess Lane (see Location Plan in Schedule One to this report). It 
contains the old Glen Williams Schoolhouse (SS# 11) that was built in 1873 and is now 
used as a house. The property is a landscape of heritage resources comprised of the 
old schoolhouse building, encircled with numerous trees. It is surrounded by properties 
containing single detached houses set in mature landscaped grounds.  
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Glen Williams Schoolhouse is the third school building to have been built in the village 
of Glen Williams and it is the first to be constructed in brick. It was used for school 
purposes from 1873 until 1949 before being converted into a house. This property 
meets the requirements for heritage designation as set out in the Ontario Regulation 
9/06 in that it: 

 Has design and physical value as a rare and early example of the conversion of 
a large brick schoolhouse into a two-storey house; 

 Has historic and associative value as one of two nineteenth century old 
schoolhouses that remain in the village of Glen Williams; and 

 Has contextual value as being physically, functionally, visually and historically 
linked to the development of the village of Glen Williams and as it is associated 
with the theme of the school system created by the early residents of this part of 
Halton Hills. It also is a heritage resource that helps to define, maintain and 
support the character of Glen Williams. 

Heritage Halton Hills prepared a Designation Report (attached as Schedule 2 of this 
report) which was considered at their meeting on February 21, 2018. At this meeting 
Heritage Halton Hills passed a resolution supporting the owners’ request for designation 
under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.  

Staff consider the Glen Williams Schoolhouse to be a cultural heritage resource that 
complies with the provisions of Ontario Regulation 9/06. As such it is recommended that 
this property be designated under the provisions of Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 
COMMENTS: 

The, Glen Williams Schoolhouse (SS#11) is the third school building to have been built 
in the village of Glen Williams and was the first to be constructed in brick. It was 
originally a large single storey 5-bay brick schoolhouse with chimneys at both ends and 
a projecting central gabled entrance porch. A prominent cupola that contained the 
school bell existed on the front of the roof situated just behind the projecting front gable. 
The schoolhouse displayed characteristics of the Gothic Revival style of architecture.  

In 1949 the eastern end of the school collapsed during a building project to expand the 
school building. As a consequence a new school was built elsewhere in the village and 
the old brick schoolhouse was renovated and converted into a house. The renovations 
included adding a new internal floor to make the building two storeys in height with a loft 
above. The long windows were removed to allow for the insertion of new upper floor and 
lower floor windows. The original stone window sills were reused and the original buff 
coloured brick voussoirs were reused to create voussoirs for the new house. Most of the 
Gothic inspired features of the original schoolhouse were removed when the building 
was converted into residential use; however the location and shape of the original 
window and door openings can still be seen in the brickwork facades. In addition many 
of the bricks retain scratch marks that form graffiti made by the pupils. These features 
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reflect the evolution of the building since its construction in 1873 and reflect its identity 
and heritage value as a former schoolhouse building. The Glen Williams Schoolhouse 
(SS#11) is of design and physical value as a rare and early example the conversion of a 
large brick schoolhouse into a two storey house. 

The old brick Glen Williams Schoolhouse has historical or associative value as one of 
two nineteenth century old school houses that remain in the village.  

The property is physically, functionally, visually and historically linked to the 
development of the village of Glen Williams and the school house is associated with the 
theme of the school system created by the early residents to this part of Halton Hills. 
This landscape of heritage resources helps to define, maintain and support the 
character of the Glen Williams.   

Key attributes of the Old Brick Glen Williams SS#11 that reflect its design and physical 
value to the village of Glen Williams and the wider community of Halton Hills include its: 

 Rectangular form with projecting two-storey front gable wing containing the front 
entrance and a single storey rear wing. 

 Pitched roof; 

 Three-bay front façade; 

 Red brick laid in stretcher bond on the front, rear and side gable end walls on 
both sides of the house and laid in common bond on single-storey rear projecting 
wing. 

 A water table comprising two projecting brick courses above the foundations of 
the original school building (not on the truncated eastern end or the rear single 
storey projecting wing); 

 Buff coloured bricks providing decorative “quoin” features at the corners of the 
original school building (not the truncated eastern end);  

 Buff coloured brick voussoirs above the windows and entrance door on the front 
and western gable end wall of the original school building; 

 Red brick voussoirs above the windows and doors on the rear wall 

 Scratched letters and marks from schoolchildren in many original exterior bricks 

 Line of original window and door openings present in brickwork; 

 Fieldstone foundation on exterior   
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 Lug stone window sills with tooled edges on original school building. [Lug sills are 
not present on the truncated eastern end or the rear projecting single storey wing 
(including the small square window above the projecting rear wing)]; 

 Brick chimney with corbelled brick detailing and a buff brick base on western end 
of roof. 

It is noted that the front chimney, the existing windows and doors and the detached 
garage are not of heritage significance. 

If Council decides to proceed with designation, a notice of intention to designate will be 
served on the property owner, Ontario Heritage Trust, and published in the local 
newspaper. Any person may object to the notice of intention to designate within 30 days 
of its publication. If there are no objections within the 30-day period, the designation by-
law for the Glen Williams Schoolhouse will be brought forward to Council for approval. 
If, however there are objections, they will be referred to the Conservation Review Board 
for a hearing. Subsequently, Council will receive a recommendation report from the 
Conservation Review Board for consideration, prior to making a final decision regarding 
designation of the property. 

 

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This report directly relates to the implementation of Strategic Direction D: Preserve, 
Protect, and Promote Our Distinctive History, the Goal to preserve the historical urban 
and rural character of Halton Hills through the conservation and promotion of our built 
heritage, cultural heritage landscapes and archaeological resources, and the following 
Strategic Objectives: 

D.2 To encourage the preservation and enhancement of the historical character of 
the Town’s distinctive neighbourhoods, districts, hamlets and rural settlement 
areas; and, 

D.4 To use the conservation of built heritage and cultural heritage landscape 
resources to enhance the character and vitality of neighbourhoods, and to 
provide opportunities for economic development and tourism. 

 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

If designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act, the property will be eligible for 
the Town’s Heritage Property Tax Refund Program. 
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CONSULTATION: 

Consultation between Heritage Halton Hills, Town staff, and the current property owners 
of the Glen Williams Schoolhouse led to the preparation of this report. 

 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

The property owners and Heritage Halton Hills were engaged in the process leading to 
the preparation of this report.  
 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Halton Hills.  Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.   
 
The recommendation outlined in this report advances the Strategy’s implementation. 
 
This report supports the Cultural Vibrancy pillar of Sustainability and in summary the 
alignment of this report with the Community Sustainability Strategy is good.  
 
 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

If Council decides to proceed with designation a notice of intention to designate will be 
served on the on the property owner, Ontario Heritage Trust, and published in the local 
newspaper. Further, if Council proceeds with passing a designation by-law for the Glen 
Williams Schoolhouse upon lapse of the 30-day objection period, a notice of designation 
will be served on the property owner, the Ontario Heritage Trust, and published in the 
local newspaper. 
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CONCLUSION: 

It is recommended that Council indicate its intent to designate the Glen Williams 
Schoolhouse under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

Steve Burke, Manager of Planning Policy  

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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Location 
The Glen Williams Schoolhouse is located at 15 Prince Street, Glen 
Williams, Halton Hills, village lot #69, being part of Lot 21, 
Concession 10, Esquesing township.  It is found at GIS co-ordinates 
43.671161 North and -79.923093 East.  It is registered as Halton Hills 
Assessment Roll #2415070.003.62500.0000. 

Historical Background 

The son of a Loyalist family, John Butler Muirhead (1800-1824) 
received a location ticket for Lot 21, Concession 10 Esquesing in 
1818.  John Butler Muirhead completed his settlement duties on his 
200 acres on 13 June 1823.  On 25 September 1824, the Crown 
patent was issued to Muirhead.  John Butler Muirhead died suddenly 
on 29 November 1824 and was buried at St. Mark’s Church, Niagara. 
 
Niagara woollen miller Benajah Williams 
sold his property to move to this lot.  
Whether Benajah had a deal with the 
young Muirhead or it was happenstance, 
he purchased Lot 21, Concession 10, 
Esquesing Township from the heirs of 
John Butler Muirhead on 9 November 
1825.  Sixty-year old Benajah reportedly 
had the saw mill up and running that 
same year, which suggests an 
understanding with the Muirhead heirs.  
 

 The village of Glen Williams is believed 
to have established a school in 1830.  
The early schools were usually in the 
home of one of the families involved.  As the number of scholars rose 
(a fee was payable) the need for a separate building arose. A small 
frame and plaster building, which still stands east of 6 Prince Street, 
is believed to have been built as the school house in 1837.  In 1840 
John Colling was the school teacher.   
 

The 1837 schoolhouse at 6 

Prince Street. 
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In 1842, Esquesing Township divided the Township into 15 school 
sections (SS#16 and #17 were added later).  Glen Williams became 
the centre for Section 11. James Stirrat was engaged in 1848 to keep 
a regular school for 11 months, as was now required by law.   
 

A new frame school was built in 
1852 at the bottom of Prince 
Street.  Lachlan McDonald was the 
teacher that year.   
 
A growing population prompted 
Trustees to call a special meeting 
on 18 January 1873, where they 
were empowered to borrow up to 
$3200 to build a new brick school. 
 

On 26 February 1873, Charles Williams sold the Trustees of School 
Section #11 land half-way up Prince Street, on which they erected a 
two-room, brick school house.  William Ewart was the school teacher.  
Theophilus Norton served as the senior teacher from 1876 until 1900.  
He was consistently paid $500 per annum.  Mr. Norton built his home 
across from the school at 9 Prince Street. 
 

The school grounds 
were often used for 
garden parties to 
raise funds for the 
war efforts, while the 
stage at the Town 
Hall provided a venue 
for Christmas 
performances. 
   
The school may not 
have had a bell 
originally, since a fine 

bell was ordered by school Trustees in 1909 from Meneely & Co. bell 
foundry in West Troy, New York. 

Students return chairs to the schoolhouse after an 

event. -EHS00964 

Engraving of 1852 frame schoolhouse. 
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It was cast with the raised letter 
inscription “Installed June 1909 on 
behalf of the pupils and teachers.  
Trustees: H. Holdroyd, G. 
Beaumont, D. Reid. Geo. Fittall, 
Principal.”  The bell is currently 
mounted on a cairn in front of the 
present school at 512 Main Street.  
It was dedicated in June 1967 as 
a Centennial project by the people 
of the village. 
 
The school registers reveal some 
interesting tidbits of history.  The 
1909 register lists 80 students 
enrolled in the two-room school.  
The teacher was sick for two 
weeks from November 29th.  By 
that time scarlet fever had been 
confirmed in the village.  For the 
remaining two weeks before 
Christmas only 12 students 
showed up.  
 
The following year the school closed on the day of King Edward VIII’s 
funeral and again for Coronation Day in 1911.  Teacher Mabel Erma 
Norton was paid $450 for 1913 for teaching 90 students, while 
Margaret Currie had 60 senior students!  In 1926, two Mildred 
Norton’s enrolled. 
 
Rising salaries after the Great War worried Trustees, resulting in their 
refusal of an increase for Miss Currie to $1300 in 1923, who resigned.  
She was replaced by Miss Edna Neil of Renfrew.  By 1932 Miss Neil 
made $1150, but the Depression resulted in a reduction of pay.  Miss 
Neil became Mrs. William Beaumont in 1941 and she continued to 
teach at the Glen School until June 1958, retiring after 36 years. 
 
 

Glen School bell, cast in 1909 and 

engraving of 1852 schoolhouse 

mounted on a cairn at 512 Main Street, 

dedicated in 1967. 
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 The Glen Williams School Board joined the Esquesing School Board 
about 1949, ending the use of section numbers.  The growing 
number of children in the village prompted Trustees to authorize the 
construction of a third classroom addition.  Construction began in the 
spring of 1949.  On Monday 11 July, while two workmen were on the 
site of the excavation, the senior room wall collapsed into a pile of 
rubble.  A hastily convened Board meeting was called, and it was 
decided to build a new school building. 
 
Consequently, a new school was built in 1950 at 512 Main Street, 
where the school operates today.  The original school property at Lot 
69 was sold on 23 October 1951 to Herbert and Catherine Hancock 

Glen Williams Public School, S.S. #11, Junior Department with teacher Margaret 

Leslie. 11 June 1924 -EHS13138 
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for $1600.  The original school structure was modified into a private 
residence. 
   

  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 

Glen Public School (SS#11) class picture taken outside the school house on 

Prince Street about 1908.  George Fittall is the teacher in the bowler 

hat..EHS01025 
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Site Analysis 

SS#11, Glen Williams is the third school building to have been 

built in the village and was the first to be constructed in brick. It was 

originally a large single storey 5-bay brick schoolhouse with chimneys at 

either end and a projecting central gabled entrance porch. A prominent 

cupola that contained the school bell existed on the front of the roof 

situated just behind the projecting front gable.  

The schoolhouse displayed characteristics of the Gothic Revival 

style of architecture.  

The red brick was laid is a 

stretcher bond pattern on the front, 

rear and side gable end walls on both 

side of the house and laid in common 

bond on the single-storey rear 

projecting wing. 

Buff coloured bricks providing 
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decorative “quoin” features are found at the corners of the original 

school building. 

 

A water table comprising two projecting brick courses above the 

foundations is found on the original school building, except for the 

truncated eastern end and the rear single storey projecting wing.  The 

foundation is comprised of fieldstone on the exterior. 

Buff coloured brick 

voussoirs sit above the windows 

and entrance door on the front 

and western gable end wall of 

the original school building, 

while red brick voussoirs support 

the window and door openings 

on the rear wall. 

The original stone window 

sills were reused and the 
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original buff coloured brick voussoirs were reused to create voussoirs 

for the new house.   

 The renovations included adding a new internal floor to make the 

building two storeys in height with a loft above. The long windows were 

removed to allow for the insertion of new upper floor and lower floor 

windows. However, the line of the original window and door openings 

are easily discernible in the brickwork. 

 

The front chimney and existing doors and windows are not of 

heritage significance. 
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The one remaining 

original chimney. 

 

 

Scratched letters and marks from schoolchildren can be found in many original 

exterior bricks. 
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SCHEDULE OF DETERMINING CRITERIA 

Description of Property 

The old brick Glen Williams SS#11 is located at 15 Prince Street, Glen 
Williams. It was the first brick schoolhouse to be built in the village of 
Glen Williams and was used for school purposes from 1873 until 1949 
before being converted to use as a house. It is a cultural heritage 
landscape comprising of an old schoolhouse encircled with numerous 
trees and situated on the south east side of Prince Street to the east of 
the village centre.  

Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

The Glen Williams Schoolhouse meets the requirements of Ontario 
Regulation 9/06 by meeting several criteria that determine its cultural 
heritage value or interest.   
 
The old brick Glen Williams SS#11 building is of design and physical 
value as a rare and early example the conversion of a large brick 
schoolhouse into a two-storey house. 
 
The old brick Glen Williams SS#11 has historical or associative value as 
one of two nineteenth century old school houses that remain in the 
village. 
 
This property is physically, functionally, visually and historically linked to 
the development of the village of Glen Williams and the school house is 
associated with the theme of the school system created by the early 
residents to this part of Halton Hills. This heritage landscape helps to 
define, maintain and support the character of the Glen Williams.  

Description of Heritage Attributes 

a) Rectangular form with projecting two-storey front gable wing 
containing the front entrance and a single storey rear wing.  

b) Pitched roof; 
c) Three-bay front façade; 
d) Red brick laid in stretcher bond on the front, rear and side gable 

end walls on both sides of the house and laid in common bond on 
single-storey rear projecting wing. 
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e) A water table comprising two projecting brick courses above the 
foundations of the original school building (not on the truncated 
eastern end or the rear single storey projecting wing); 

f) Buff coloured bricks providing decorative “quoin” features at the 
corners of the original school building (not the truncated eastern 
end); 

g) Buff coloured brick voussoirs above the windows and entrance 
door on the front and western gable end wall of the original 
school building; 

h) Red brick voussoirs above the windows and doors on the rear 
wall; 

i) Scratched letters and marks from schoolchildren in many original 
exterior bricks; 

j) Line of original window and door openings present in brickwork; 
k) Fieldstone foundation on exterior; 
l) Lug stone window sills with tooled edges on original school 

building. [Lug sills are not present on the truncated eastern end 
or the rear projecting single storey wing (including the small 
square window above the projecting rear wing)]; 

m) Brick chimney with corbelled brick detailing and a buff brick base 
on western end of roof. 

  
 

Documentation  
Annual Report of the Local Superintendent of Common Schools for 
Esquesing, Department of Education, Ontario Archives. 
Illustrated Historical Atlas of the County of Halton, J.H. Pope, 

Toronto:1877. 
The Georgetown Herald 

The Acton Free Press 
Halton Land records for Lot 21, Concession 10, Esquesing Township 

Halton Land Records for Glen Williams Village Lot 69 
Esquesing Historical Society Archives 

Glen Williams Cemetery Transcription, Ann Sampson, Dale Ward et. al., 
Ontario Genealogical Society,Halton-Peel Branch, 1990. 

Photographs of 15 Prince Street by J. M. Rowe, 8 January 2011; 5 
January 2016; 20 May 2017; 17 August 2017. 

School Registers of Glen Williams Public School 1902-1933, John Mark 
Rowe, ed., Esquesing Historical Society, Georgetown: 1996 

Trustee Meeting Minutes of Glen Williams Public School 1873-1893, John 
Mark Rowe, ed., Esquesing Historical Society, Georgetown: 1994 
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CURRENT OWNERS 

Dan and Allison Roffel 

RECOMMENDATION 

It is the recommendation of Heritage Halton Hills to designate The Glen 
Williams Schoolhouse under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. 
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: John McMulkin, Planner – Development Review 
 

DATE: May 17, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0039 
 

RE: Proposed CTC Source Protection Plan Policy Amendments under 
Section 34 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PLS-2018-0039 dated May 17, 2018, with respect to the “Proposed 
CTC Source Protection Plan Policy Amendments under Section 34 of the Clean Water 
Act, 2006”, be received; 
  
AND FURTHER THAT Council endorse the proposed policy amendments (Transition, 
T-8, GEN-1, SWG-3, SAL-10, SAL-11, SAL-12, SAL-13, SNO-1 and REC-1) including 
explanatory text, to the Source Protection Plan (SPP) under Section 34 of the Clean 
Water Act, 2006, for the Credit Valley, Toronto and Region, and Central Lake Ontario 
(CTC) Source Protection Region (SPR), as outlined in Schedule 1 to this report;  
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Resolution of Council, as well as a copy of this report, be 
forwarded to the Chair of the CTC Source Protection Committee (SPC), Ministry of the 
Environment and Climate Change, Region of Halton, Credit Valley Conservation, City of 
Burlington, and the Towns of Oakville and Milton. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

As outlined in the previous staff report (PI-2015-0056) regarding the status of the 
implementation of the policies of the CTC Source Protection Plan (SPP), the Minister of 
the Environment and Climate Change approved the CTC SPP in July of 2015. The main 
objective of the SPP is to protect the quality and quantity of Halton Region’s municipal 
water supplies (i.e. municipal wells). The SPP came into effect on December 31, 2015, 
and is now in its third year of implementation. The Town of Halton Hills was involved in 
the preparation of the CTC SPP throughout its development from 2011 to 2014.  
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The majority of policies in the CTC SPP impose obligations on municipalities, Source 
Protection Authorities (SPAs), and local boards to ensure that the municipal drinking 
water supplies are protected. The three SPAs located within the CTC Source Protection 
Region (SPR) are Credit Valley, Toronto and Region, and Central Lake Ontario (see 
Schedule 2); the Town of Halton Hills is partially located within the Credit Valley SPA, 
whose Assessment Report applies to the Town. 
 
The Town of Halton Hills has a mandatory duty to implement several SPP policies, 
especially with regard to land use planning. The Town’s Official Plan will be updated to 
include any relevant land use SPP policies once the Region of Halton Official Plan 
Review has been completed.  
 
Through ongoing implementation of the CTC SPP policies, staff from the implementing 
agencies, including the Town of Halton Hills, has identified policies where amendments 
are warranted to improve overall implementation. The Clean Water Act, 2006 enables 
SPPs to be amended, so through collaboration and consultation with staff, policies have 
been identified where improvements could be made to facilitate implementation within 
the Town of Halton Hills and throughout the CTC SPR. 
 
Amendments to the CTC SPP 

The Clean Water Act, 2006 enables the SPA to make amendments under Section 34, 
Section 36 and Section 51. Section 34 provides an option for the SPA to make 
amendments that cannot wait until an update resulting from a comprehensive review 
under Section 36 and do not qualify as minor administrative amendments under Section 
51. Amendments that are appropriate to make under Section 34 include those 
necessary to ensure new or expanded municipal sources of drinking water are 
protected, implement important information not available at the time the SPP was first 
approved, and address other critical implementation issues.  
 
The CTC SPP policies subject to the proposed Section 34 amendments are contained 
within Schedule 1 to this report. The main objectives of the proposed amendments are 
to provide clarity of policy intent, address gaps in the policies and provide reasonable 
flexibility in policy implementation. The Clean Water Act, 2006 requires that SPAs 
through pre-consultation obtain a municipal Council Resolution from each municipality 
impacted by the amendments prior to conducting public consultation.  
 
The Town of Halton Hills is impacted because it is located within the geographic area 
related to the amendments and is responsible for taking actions for implementing SPP 
policies related to the amendments. As such, the purpose of this report is to obtain a 
Resolution of Council endorsing the proposed Section 34 amendments to the CTC SPP. 
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COMMENTS: 

Amendment to Transition Provision 

The CTC Source Protection Plan (SPP) has a Transition Provision to allow proposals 
filed prior to the enactment of the Plan to be treated as an “existing threat” when 
approval of further implementing applications is required.  
 
The amended Transition Provision has clarified when a threat can be considered 
“existing” for in-progress development proposals and when a water balance assessment 
is needed for transitioning applications. In addition, the Planning Approval Authority now 
has flexibility regarding water balance assessment requirements based on the site-
specific nature of the proposal. 
 
Amendment to Official Plan and Zoning By-Law Conformity Timeline Policy (T-8) 

The Clean Water Act, 2006 requires the Council of a municipality to amend its Official 
Plan to conform to the SPP’s significant threat policies before the date specified in the 
SPP. Timeline T-8 in the CTC SPP currently requires that Official Plans be amended for 
conformity within 5 years from the date the SPP took effect (i.e. December, 2020).   
 
Upper tier municipalities are expected to review and update their Official Plans to 
conform to the new Growth Plan (2017) by July, 2022, and lower tier municipalities must 
conform within 1 year of their upper tier counterparts. Policy T-8 has been updated to 
allow for Official Plan conformity with the SPP to align with the Growth Plan conformity 
dates referenced in the previous sentence. 
 
Amendment to Restricted Land Use Policy (GEN-1) 

The GEN-1 policy requires all planning, and in particular, building permit applications for 
land uses (excluding residential) that may involve significant drinking water threat 
activities to be sent to the Region to provide a Notice under Section 59 of the Clean 
Water Act, 2006 outlining whether the proposed activity is prohibited or subject to a Risk 
Management Plan. This includes building permits for buildings that have already gone 
through the planning approval process and been deemed not to be significant drinking 
water threats.  
 
The revised policy contains clear policy direction allowing the Region the flexibility to 
determine when proposals are subject to Section 59 Notices, thereby streamlining the 
approval process.  
 

Amendment to Land Use Planning Policy for Septic Systems Governed under the 

Building Code Act, 1992 (SWG-3) 

SWG-3 is a land use planning policy for future septic systems, including holding tanks, 
governed under the Building Code Act, 1992. The intent of SWG-3 is to ensure that site 
plan control, as a planning and development control tool, is used to optimize the 
location and design of septic systems when existing vacant lots of record are proposed 
to be developed within certain designated vulnerable areas identified in the policy. The 
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policy states that septic systems shall only be permitted if they are sited to ensure they 
do not become a significant drinking water threat.  
 
The CTC SPC recognized that prohibiting a septic system on a vacant lot in the rural 
area would make it impossible to obtain a building permit for the lot and thereby void 
previous planning decisions to create and zone the lot for development. Revisions to the 
text of this policy were necessary to ensure that the original intent of the CTC SPP is 
being achieved. 
 
Amendment to Storage of Snow Policy (SNO-1) 

The SNO-1 policy addresses existing and future significant drinking water threats as a 
result of snow storage. In the approved CTC SPP, the policy prohibits the future storage 
of snow within a 100 metre radius of a municipal well, as well as within certain 
designated vulnerable areas outside the 100 metre radius of a municipal well. 
 
Given the large surface areas in the Credit Valley Source Protection Area covered by 
Issue Contributing Areas for sodium and chloride, municipal staff has communicated the 
difficulty of implementing a prohibition for this potential future activity. Since a number of 
provisions could be included in a Risk Management Plan to ensure the storage of snow 
does not become a significant threat, the CTC SPC has opted instead to manage any 
future instances of the activity outside the 100 metre radius of a municipal well, while 
maintaining the prohibition on the storage of snow within the 100 metre radius. 
 
Amendment to Planning Policy to Protect Groundwater Recharge (REC-1) 

REC-1 is a land use planning policy that manages activities that reduce recharge to an 
aquifer. This policy applies to future threats in Well Head Protection Areas for Quantity – 
Recharge (WHPA-Q2) with a significant or moderate risk level (see Schedule 3). The 
Planning Approval Authority through the planning review process (i.e. Planning Act 
applications) will determine what is required and determine the acceptability of the 
proposed actions in the water balance assessments.  
 
Proposed revisions to this policy through the Section 34 amendment clarify that 
proposals for agricultural uses and minor developments are not subject to water 
balance assessments and are instead encouraged to maintain pre-development 
recharge to the greatest extent feasible through the implementation of best 
management practices such as low impact development.  
 
Amendment to Moderate and Low Threat Policies for the Application of Road Salt 

(SAL-10, SAL-11, SAL-12 and SAL-13) 

The approved CTC SPP contains a land use planning policy using Planning Act 

applications and regulates road salt where the threat is low or moderate (in addition to 

significant threats) in recognition that road salt application and storage activities are 

carried out throughout the SPR. Where the application of road salt would be a low or 

moderate drinking water threat, the planning approval authority is “encouraged” to 
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require a salt management plan. Where the application of road salt would be a 

significant threat, the planning approval authority “shall” require a salt management 

plan, in addition to regulating the size of new parking lots within the 100 metre radius of 

a municipal well based on whether the parking lot is located within an Issue Contributing 

Area for sodium/chloride. 

To ensure that the application, handling, and storage of road salt can be addressed in 
all instances within 100 metres of a municipal well (even when those activities are 
classified as low or moderate threats), additional Well Head Protection Areas have been 
added to this policy. 
 
 
RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

The Town’s participation in the Source Water Protection process and amendments for 
Source Protection Plan (SPP) implementation is consistent with the following Strategic 
Directions:  
 
B: Preserve, Protect and Enhance our Environment, the Goal to preserve, protect and 
enhance our natural environment for enjoyment by present and future generations, and 
the following: 
 

Strategic Objectives: 
B.1 To protect and conserve the quantity and quality of our ground and 

surface water resources, and ensure the integrity of our watersheds and 
aquatic ecosystems through integrated watershed planning and 
management.  

 
Strategic Actions: 
B.1. (f) Participate in Source Water Protection programs.  

 
Town staff participated in the Amendments Working Group established by CTC for the 
proposed Section 34 amendments along with Credit Valley Conservation staff to protect 
the quantity and quality of our ground and surface water resources through integrated 
watershed planning and management. 
 
F: Protect and Enhance Our Agriculture, the Goal to protect and enhance the viability of 
our agricultural land base and agricultural industry. 
 
 Strategic Objectives: 
 F.1 To support and promote the agricultural industry as an integral part of the 

Town’s economy. 
  

F.2 To support and promote agricultural land uses and other compatible rural 
business activities.  
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The REC-1 policy has been amended to clarify that proposals for agricultural buildings 
and structures are exempt from the requirement to submit water balance assessments, 
which can be expensive and negatively impact the viability of our agricultural land base 
and agricultural industry. 
 
I: Provide Responsive, Effective Municipal Government, the Goal to provide strong 
leadership in the effective and efficient delivery of municipal services. 
  

Strategic Objectives: 
 L.1 Support Council and staff participation in efforts to advocate for issues 

important to the Halton Hills Community. 
 

The Resolution of Council endorsing the proposed Section 34 amendments to the CTC 
SPP will support staff’s and Council’s participation in efforts to advocate for issues 
important to Halton Hills and facilitate the effective and efficient delivery of municipal 
services. 
 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

The proposed amendments are an administrative matter and have no financial impact. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 

Staff participated in the Amendments Working Group established by the CTC Source 
Protection Committee (SPC) that consisted of staff from CTC member conservation 
authorities and municipalities to develop recommendations for Section 34 amendments 
to the CTC SPP. The recommendations were reviewed by Town of Halton Hills 
Planning, Development Engineering and Building staff, and Halton Region Planning and 
Public Works staff, and comments were provided to CTC. The CTC SPC considered the 
feedback received from municipal and conservation authority staff in the development of 
the updated recommendations for amendments to the CTC SPP policies.  
   
Staff will continue to engage with other municipalities and SPAs through the various 
Working Groups created to assist with ensuring consistent implementation of the CTC 
SPP. 
 
 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

As with the development of the CTC SPP, public consultation is an important step in the 
process of approving a Section 34 amendment. The CTC SPC will review the 
comments and Council Resolutions obtained during pre-consultation at their meeting in 
June, 2018, and consultation with the public will take place for a period of 35 days 
through late June and July, 2018. Notification of this consultation will be provided to all 
implementing bodies, including impacted municipalities. 
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Following the public consultation period, the Section 34 amendments will be endorsed 
by the three SPAs in the CTC SPR prior to submission to the Ministry of the 
Environment and Climate Change in late September of 2018 for final approval. 
 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

Staff notes that Source Water Protection is not a Town initiative; however, when 
reviewing the proposed CTC SPP policies, staff has given consideration to the 
environmental, economic and social impacts of the proposed policies to the Town’s 
operations and to the community. 
 
Staff notes that SPP implementation supports the Water pillar of the Town’s Integrated 
Community Sustainability Strategy and the following related goals: 
 

 Support safe municipal drinking water and wastewater services and facilities as 
provided by Halton Region; 

 Ensure private septic systems and water wells are safe and healthy; and 

 Protect groundwater recharge areas. 
 
Overall, the alignment of this report with the Community Sustainability Strategy is: Very 
Good. 
 
 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

If endorsed, the Resolution of Council, as well as a copy of this report, will be forwarded 
to the Chair of the CTC SPC for endorsement of the Section 34 amendments by the 
three SPAs, as well as to the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change for final 
approval. In addition, these documents will be forwarded to the Region of Halton, Credit 
Valley Conservation, the City of Burlington, and the Towns of Milton and Oakville for 
their information.  
 
Staff will report back to Council, as necessary, about any additional obligations or for 
authorizations required to implement the CTC SPP. 
 
 

CONCLUSION: 

This report has provided an overview of the proposed policy amendments to the CTC 
Source Protection Plan under Section 34 of the Clean Water Act, 2006, which are 
included within Schedule 1 and have been endorsed by the CTC Source Protection 
Committee. As the main objectives of these amendments are to provide clarity of policy 
intent, address gaps and provide reasonable flexibility in policy implementation, it is  
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recommended that Council endorse this report in order to facilitate the final approval of 
the amendments by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change. 
 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

Steve Burke, Manager of Planning Policy 

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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SCHEDULE 1 TO RPT-PLS-2018-0039 – PROPOSED SECTION 34 AMENDMENTS TO CTC SPP 
 

TEXT HIGHLIGHTED IN GREY INDICATES A REMOVAL (STRIKETHROUGH) OR ADDITION (BOLD) FROM APPROVED CTC SOURCE PROTECTION 

PLAN (JULY 2015) 
 

TRANSITION PROVISION 
 
Under the Clean Water Act, 2006, there is consideration for source protection plans (SPPs) to have a Transition Provision that outlines the circumstances 
under which a “future” drinking water threat activity, that would otherwise be prohibited, may be considered as “existing”, even if the activity has not 
yet commenced. The intent is to allow applications in transition to proceed while drinking water threats are managed under the “existing threat” 
policies. 
 
The CTC Source Protection Committee included a Transition Provision to recognize situations where an approval-in-principle to proceed with a 
development application had already been obtained, or where a complete application was made prior to the date the SPP came into effect, but requires 
further planning approvals to implement the application in progress. 
 
The CTC SPP was approved by the Minister of Environment and Climate Change on July 28, 2015 and became effective on December 31, 2015. 
Applications submitted after the effective date of the CTC SPP may only be transitioned if they are helping to implement an application in process prior 
to the date the CTC SPP took effect. 
 
“Existing Threat” policies apply to prescribed drinking water threat activities under the following circumstances: 
 
1) A drinking water threat activity that is part of a development proposal where a Complete Application (as determined by the municipality or Niagara 

Escarpment Commission) was made under the Planning Act, Condominium Act or Niagara Escarpment Planning and Development Act (NEPDA) prior to 
the day the Source Protection Plan comes into effect. The policy for “existing” drinking water threats also applies to any further applications required 
under the Planning Act, Condominium Act, Prescribed Instruments, or a development permit under the NEPDA, to implement the development 
proposal. 

 
2) A drinking water threat activity that is part of an application accepted for a Building Permit, which has been submitted in compliance with Division C 

1.3.1.13 (5) of the Ontario Building Code under the Building Code Act, 1992 as amended, prior to the day the Source Protection Plan comes into effect. 
 

3) A drinking water threat activity that is part of an application accepted for the issuance or amendment of a Prescribed Instrument prior to the day the 
Source Protection Plan comes into effect. 
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Explanatory Document Text 
 

The Transition Provision outlines the circumstances under which a future significant drinking water threat activity may be considered an existing significant 
drinking water threat activity.  
 
The Clean Water Act, 2006 requires source protection plans to contain policies to address both existing and future threat activities. The Clean Water Act, 
2006 further specifies that all policies will come into effect upon the plan approval date or an effective date specified by the Minister of the Environment 
and Climate Change. Transition provisions have been developed to recognize those situations where an applicant has either obtained an approval-in-
principle to proceed with a development application, or where a complete application has already been made to a planning approval authority that are “in 
process” on the date the Source Protection Plan comes into effect. They are not designed to allow proponents to ignore or circumvent the provision 
contained in this Plan. They will allow the applications to proceed subject to existing significant drinking water threat policies.  
 
The CTC Source Protection Committee concluded a transition provision should be included in the Source Protection Plan to be fair to those with 
applications in progress or that have received an approval-in-principle to proceed with works. The policy will allow those with complete applications made 
under the Planning Act or Condominium Act, building permits submitted in compliance with Division C.1.3.1.13 (5) of the Ontario Building Code Act, 1992 as 
amended, development permits under the Niagara Escarpment Planning and Development Act, or an application for the issuance or amendment of a 
Prescribed Instrument prior to the day the Source Protection Plan comes into effect to be treated as existing threat activities. 
 
Transition Provision and Policy REC-1 
 
Policy REC-1 is intended to apply to “future threats” in a WHPA-Q2 with a significant or moderate risk level. However, if an application subject to REC-1 
Parts 2a) and 2b) is submitted after the date the source protection plan came into effect (December 31, 2015), but is required to implement a 
development proposal in progress (as per the Transition Provision), the threat (reducing aquifer recharge) is to be managed as “existing”. 
 
Through the plan review process, the Planning Approval Authority will decide what is required to ensure the “existing” threat  does not become 
significant. This is generally to be determined through water balance assessments, or their equivalent (e.g. addendums or amendments to previous 
stormwater management reports undertaken on site). The Planning Approval Authority may, however, determine that an application submitted after 
the Transition Provision deadline to implement an application in progress would not increase impervious cover and a water balance assessment (or 
equivalent) is not required. 
 
The CTC Source Protection Committee intended to allow the Planning Approval Authority the flexibility to require the appropriate level of detail in a 
specific water balance assessment (or equivalent) that is commensurate with the scale and location of the proposed development. Some areas of the 
WHPA-Q2 are particularly important for recharge (i.e. Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas) and should be given specific protection, while others 
may not be as important and/or cannot provide the required level of infiltration. Therefore, the water balance assessment (or equivalent) should 
include a site specific assessment, acknowledgement of previous planning approvals obtained or in progress that could impact infiltration, and an 
identification of recharge characteristics.  
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Ultimately, the intent of the water balance assessment is to demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Planning Approval Authority, that pre-development 
recharge will be maintained to the greatest extent feasible through best management practices such as low impact development (LID), minimizing 
impervious surfaces, and lot level infiltration.  
 

Policy ID Timelines for Policy Implementation 

Land Use Planning 

T-8 
Official plans shall be amended for conformity with the Source Protection Plan within 5 years from the date the Source Protection Plan takes effect, 
or at the time of the next review in accordance with s.26 of the Planning Act, whichever occurs first. Zoning by-laws shall be amended within 3 years 
after the approval of the official plan. 

 
Explanatory Document Text 
 
Section 40(1) of the Clean Water Act, 2006 requires that the Council of a municipality or a municipal planning authority that has jurisdiction in an area to 
which the source protection plan applies shall amend its Official plan to conform with significant threat policies and designated Great Lakes policies set 
out in the source protection plan.  In part 2 of Section 40, the Council or municipal planning authority are required to make these amendments before 
the date specified in the source protection plan.  Timeline T-8 in the CTC Source Protection Plan required that Official Plans be amended for conformity 
within 5 years from the date the Plan took effect (i.e., December 2020).   
 
Several upper tier municipalities within the CTC Source Protection Region have communicated the difficulty with achieving the December 2020 timeline 
as outlined in the CTC Source Protection Plan which also impacts the ability of those lower tier municipalities dependent on the completion of the 
conformity exercise by their upper tier counterparts in meeting the same timeline.  Further, the Government of Ontario released the Growth Plan for 
the Greater Golden Horseshoe (‘Growth Plan’) in May 2017.  The Growth Plan was prepared and approved under the Places to Grow Act, 2005 and took 
effect on July 1, 2017.  Upper Tier municipalities are expected to review and update their Official Plans to conform with the updated Growth Plan by July 
2022; lower tier municipalities must conform within 1 year of their upper tier counterparts.  CTC Source Protection Region municipalities have 
communicated that completing conformity with the CTC Source Protection Plan and the Growth Plan, 2017, in unison, would be more time and cost 
effective. 
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Policy ID 
Implementing 

Body 
Legal 
Effect 

Policy 
When Policy 

Applies 
Monitoring 

Policy 

GEN-1 
Municipality 

 
RMO 

A 
 
I 

s.59 Restricted Land Uses 
 
All land uses are designated for the purpose of Section 59 Restricted Land Uses under the Clean Water 
Act, 2006, with the exception of residential uses, in all areas where the following activities are, or would 
be, a significant drinking water threat…. 
 

In accordance with Section 59 of the Clean Water Act, 2006, all land uses, except solely residential uses, 
where significant drinking water threat activities have been designated for the purposes of Sections 57 
and 58 of the Clean Water Act, 2006, are hereby designated as Restricted Land Uses and a written notice 
from the Risk Management Official shall be required prior to approval of any Building Permit, Planning 
Act or Condominium Act application. 
 
Despite the above policy, a Risk Management Official may issue written direction specifying the situations 
under which a planning authority or Chief Building Official may be permitted to make the determination 
that a site specific land use designation is, or is not, designated for the purposes of Section 59. Where 
such direction has been issued, a site specific land use that is the subject of an application for approval 
under the Planning Act or for a permit under the Building Code Act is not designated for the purposes of 
Section 59, provided that the planning authority or Chief Building Official, as applicable, is satisfied that: 
 

a. The application complies with the written direction issued by the Risk Management Official; and, 
b. The applicant has demonstrated that a significant drinking water threat activity designated for 

the purposes of Section 57 or 58 will not be engaged in, or will not be affected by the 
application.  

c. Where the Risk Management Official has provided written direction designating a land use for 
the purpose of section 59, a written Notice from the Risk Management Official shall be 
required prior to approval of any Building Permit under the Building Code Act, 1992 as 
amended, in addition to Planning Act and Condominium Act applications in accordance with 
Section 59 of the Clean Water Act, 2006. 

Immediately 
(T-9) 

 
Amend OPs 

for conformity 
within 5 years 

and ZBLs 
within 3 years 
of OP approval 

(T-8) 

MON-1 
 

MON-2 

 
Explanatory Document Text 
 
Policy GEN-1 manages existing and future activities within vulnerable areas where the activity is or would be a significant drinking water threat as 
designated under section 59 of the Clean Water Act, 2006, by requiring Risk Management Officials to screen applications for works proposed under the 
Planning Act, the Condominium Act, and the Building Code Act, 1992 as amended, excluding residential uses.   
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Where the activities are or would be a significant drinking water threat, this policy requires municipalities to designate land uses within their Official Plans 
and Zoning By-Laws.  This will allow for the pre-screening by the Risk Management Official, via using section 59 of the Clean Water Act, 2006.  Section 59 
policies require that municipalities put a process in place to “flag” for the Chief Building Official and the Planning Department applications made under the 
Planning Act and or the Condominium Act, as well as or an application for a building permit under the Building Code Act, 1992, as amended, that is within 
a vulnerable area where a threat could be significant and where Part IV authorities are being used to prohibit or manage activities.  The “flag” would 
indicate to the Chief Building Official or the Planning Department that the proposal needs to be reviewed by the Risk Management Official.  Once the Risk 
Management Official is satisfied that the applicable Part IV policies are addressed, he/she would issue a “Notice to Proceed”.  This Notice is used to let the 
Chief Building Official or Planning Department know they can proceed with in processing the proposal. 
 
Risk Management Officials in the CTC Source Protection Region have communicated that Policy GEN-1, as originally written, had ambiguity regarding 
their ability to determine when site-specific land uses, activities, or building projects are or are not subject to Section 59 Notice requirements under the 
Clean Water Act, 2006.  The revised policy text now has clear policy direction allowing Risk Management Officials the autonomy to determine the site 
specific land uses that both are and are not subject to Section 59 Notices.  
 
 

Policy 
ID 

Threat 
Description 

Implementing 
Body 

Legal 
Effect 

Policy 
Where Policy 

Applies 
When Policy 

Applies 
Monitoring 

Policy 

SWG-3 

Septic 
Systems 
Governed 
under the 
Building Code 
Act, 1992 as 
amended 

Planning 
Approval 
Authority 

A 

Land Use Planning 
 
Where septic systems, including holding tanks, governed under the Building Code Act 
(vacant existing lot of record) would be a significant drinking water threat, vacant lots of 
record shall be subject to site plan control so that the location of the individual on-site 
sewage systems and replacement beds only be permitted if they are sited to ensure they 
do not become a significant drinking water threat in any of the following areas: 
 

Municipalities shall adopt Official Plan policies that require the enactment or 
amendment of Site Plan Control By-laws containing provisions for the siting and design 
of septic systems, including holding tanks, governed under the Building Code Act, 1992 as 
amended, as follows:  
 
Site Plan Control is required for existing vacant lots of record to ensure that the siting 
and design of on-site septic systems, including the siting of future reserve bed locations, 
is optimized in relation to significant drinking water threats in any of the following areas: 
 

 WHPA-A (future); or 

 WHPA-B (VS = 10) (future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS = 10) (future); or 

 the remainder of an Issue Contributing Area for Nitrates or Pathogens (future). 

See Maps 
1.1 - 1.21 

Future: 
Immediately 

(T-9) 
 

Amend OPs 
for 

conformity 
within 

5 years and 
ZBLs within 
3 years of 

OP approval 
(T-8) 

MON-1 
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Explanatory Document Text 
 
Policy SWG-3 is a land use planning policy for future septic systems, including holding tanks, governed under the Building Code Act, 1992, as amended. 
ensuring that vacant lots of record be subject to site plan control so that the location of individual on-site sewage systems and replacement beds are only 
permitted if they are sited to ensure they do not become a significant drinking water threat.  The intent of this policy is to ensure that site plan control, as 
a planning and development control tool, is used to optimize the location and design of septic systems when existing vacant lots of record are proposed 
to be developed within certain designated vulnerable areas identified in the policy. 
 
The CTC Source Protection Committee recognizes that prohibiting a septic system on a vacant lot where there is no municipal sewer connection available 
may make it impossible to build on such a lot which has received prior approval for such a use from the municipality. to obtain a building permit for the lot 
and thereby void previous planning decisions to create and zone the lot for development.  This was deemed considered to be a significant hardship for 
the landowner. For this reason, the Source Protection Committee has provided through this policy for the municipality to subject vacant lots of record to 
site plan control to ensure sewage systems and replacement beds are only permitted if they can be appropriately sited and constructed to protect the 
municipal well. chosen to require the enactment or amendment of municipal site plan control by-laws to allow for the detailed review of on-site sewage 
systems for vacant lots in order to optimize their location and design relative to the designated vulnerable areas present.  
 
The verb “optimize” means “to make as effective as possible” or “to make the best of” and was chosen to allow municipal planning authorities the 
flexibility to use sound professional judgement in the review and approval of the siting and design of on-site sewage systems proposed to facilitate the 
development of existing vacant lots as part of the municipal site plan control process.   
 
The policy directs municipalities to “adopt Official Plan policies that require the enactment or amendment of Site Plan Control By-laws” for the purposes 
of the policy.  This structure is introduced for the following reasons. First, the Clean Water Act, 2006 provides in s. 40 and s. 42 that a municipality shall 
amend its Official Plan and Zoning By-laws to conform to the significant threat policies set out in the source protection plan.  There is no authority for 
the source protection plan to direct that site plan control by-laws conform to the source protection plan outside of the Official Plan conformity process.  
Second, the Planning Act requires municipalities to have enabling policy in their Official Plans in order to use the site plan control power.  Requiring an 
Official Plan to contain specific site plan control by-law policies is therefore consistent with the provisions of the Clean Water Act, 2006 and current 
practice under the Planning Act. 
 
Municipalities affected by the SWG-3 policy are encouraged to amend their site plan control by-law and associated application review processes in order 
to conform with this policy in advance of future Official Plan conformity policy direction on a voluntary basis in order to advance the implementation of 
the source protection plan in as timely a manner as possible.   Municipalities are also required to continue to monitor the aquifer and report on the results 
(see GEN-7). Should the contaminant levels continue to increase, it may be necessary to review this policy and others associated with the Issue. 
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Policy 
ID 

Threat 
Description 

Implementing 
Body 

Legal 
Effect 

Policy 
Where Policy 

Applies 
When Policy 

Applies 
Monitoring 

Policy 

SAL-10 

Moderate/ 
Low 
Threats 
 
Application 
of Road Salt  

Planning 
Approval 
Authority 

B 

Land Use Planning 
 
Where the application of road salt would be a moderate or low drinking water threat, the 
planning approval authority is encouraged to require a salt management plan, which 
includes a reduction in the future use of salt, as part of a complete application for 
development which includes new roads and parking lots in any of the following areas: 

 WHPA-A (VS = 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-B (VS ≤ 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-C (future); or 

 WHPA-D (future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS ≥ 4.5 and <9) (future); or 

 HVA (future); or 

 SGRA (VS ≥ 6) (future). 
 
Such plans should include, but not be limited to, mitigation measures regarding design of 
parking lots, roadways and sidewalks to minimize the need for repeat application of road 
salt such as reducing ponding in parking areas, directing stormwater discharge outside of 
vulnerable areas where possible, and provisions to hire certified contractors. 

 

See  
Chapter 5 

of the 
respective 

Assessment 
Report 

Future: 
Immediately 

(T-9) 
 

Amend OPs 
for 

conformity 
within 

5 years and 
ZBLs within 
3 years of 

OP approval 
(T-8) 

N/A 

SAL-11 

Moderate/ 
Low 
Threats 
 
Application 
of Road Salt 

MOECC J 

Specify Action 
 
Where the application of road salt is, or would be, a moderate or low drinking water threat, 
the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change in consultation with other provincial 
ministries and municipal associations should promote best management practices for the 
application of road salt, to protect sources of municipal drinking water in any of the 
following areas: 

 WHPA-A (VS = 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-B (VS ≤ 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-C (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-D (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS ≥ 4.5 and <9) (existing, future); or 

 HVA (existing, future); or 

 SGRA (VS ≥ 6) (existing, future). 
 

See 
Chapter 5 

of the 
respective 

Assessment 
Report 

Existing & 
Future: 

Consider 
within 
2 years 
(T-15) 

N/A 
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Policy 
ID 

Threat 
Description 

Implementing 
Body 

Legal 
Effect 

Policy 
Where Policy 

Applies 
When Policy 

Applies 
Monitoring 

Policy 

SAL-12 

Moderate/ 
Low 
Threats 
 
Application 
of Road Salt 

Municipality J 

Specify Action 
 
Where the application of road salt on unassumed roads and private parking lots with 
greater than 200 square metres is, or would be, a moderate or low drinking water threat in 
any of the following areas: 

 WHPA-A (VS = 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-B (VS ≤ 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-C (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-D (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS ≥ 4.5 and <9) (existing, future); or 

 HVA (existing, future); or 

 SGRA (VS ≥ 6) (existing, future); 
 
the municipality is encouraged to: 
a) require implementation of a salt management plan which includes the goal to minimize 

salt usage through alternative measures, while maintaining public safety; and 
 
b) require the use of trained individuals in the application of road salt (could include 

technicians and technologists and others responsible for salt management plans, winter 
maintenance supervisors, patrollers, equipment operators, mechanics, and contract 
employees). 

See 
Chapter 5 

of the 
respective 

Assessment 
Report 

Existing & 
Future: 

Consider 
within 
2 years 
(T-15) 

N/A 
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SAL-13 

Moderate/ 
Low 
Threats 
 
Application 
of Road Salt 
 
Handling 
and Storage 
of Road Salt 

SPA 
 

Municipality 
J 

Specify Action 
 
Where the application, handling and storage of road salt is, or would be, a moderate or low 
drinking water threat, the municipality is requested to report the results of its sodium and 
chloride monitoring conducted under the Safe Drinking Water Act and any other 
monitoring programs annually to the Source Protection Authority. The Source Protection 
Authority shall assess the information for any increasing trends and advise the Source 
Protection Committee on the need for new source protection plan policies to be developed 
to prevent future drinking water Issues, in any of the following areas: 

 WHPA-A (VS = 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-B (VS ≤ 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-C (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-D (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS ≥ 4.5 and <9) (existing, future); or 

 HVA (existing, future); or 

 SGRA (VS ≥ 6) (existing, future). 

See 
Chapter 5 

of the 
respective 

Assessment 
Report 

Existing & 
Future: 

Consider 
within 
2 years 
(T-15) 

N/A 

 
 
Explanatory Document Text 
 
Policies SAL-10 through SAL-13 apply to low and moderate threat areas.   
 
The  CTC Source Protection Committee has chosen to include a land use planning policy using Planning Act tools and a number of Specify Action policies 
where the threat is low or moderate in recognition that road salt application and storage activities are carried out throughout  all source protection areas  
the source protection region; chloride and sodium are very mobile chemicals that move easily and rapidly into and through aquifers; and that there are  
many other sources of drinking water  that may be protected as well through implementation practices to reduce the threat. 
 
All of these low and moderate threat policies are non-legally binding.  Each specific implementer must have regard for the policy in making decisions, but 
has the flexibility of determining what action(s) will be taken.  While an implementer is not required to provide a report on their actions on implementing 
low or moderate threat policies, the CTC Source Protection Committee encourages them to provide information that will help in future review and revision 
of policies.
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CTC Source Protection Plan Policies for Section 34 Amendment 

 

Policy 
ID 

Threat 
Description 

Implementing 
Body 

Legal 
Effect 

Policy 
Where Policy 

Applies 
When Policy 

Applies 
Monitoring 

Policy 

SNO-1 
Storage of 
Snow 

RMO 

G 

Part IV, s.57, s.58 
 
Where the storage of snow is, or would be, a significant drinking water threat, the 
following actions shall be taken: 
 
1) The storage of snow is designated for the purpose of s.57 under the Clean Water Act, 
and is therefore prohibited where the threat is, or would be significant, in any of the 
following areas: 

 WHPA-A (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-B (VS = 10) (future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS ≥ 9) (future); or 

 the remainder of an Issue Contributing Area for Sodium or Chloride (future). 
 
Notwithstanding the above, emergency snow storage may be permitted outside of WHPA-
A as determined by the risk management official and the municipality responsible for snow 
storage. 
 

See Maps 
1.1 - 1.21 

Future: 
Immediately 

(T-5) 
 

Existing: 
180 days 

(T-4) 

MON-2 

H 

2) The storage of snow is designated for the purpose of s.58 under the Clean Water Act, 
requiring risk management plans, where the threat is significant in any of the following 
areas: 

 WHPA-B (VS = 10) (existing, future); or 

 WHPA-E (VS ≥ 9) (existing, future); or 

 The remainder of an Issue Contributing Area for Sodium or Chloride (existing, future). 
 
Without limiting other requirements, risk management plans shall include appropriate 
terms and conditions to ensure the storage of snow, and associated runoff, ceases to be a 
significant drinking water threat. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, emergency snow storage may be permitted outside of 
WHPA-A as determined by the risk management official and the municipality responsible 
for snow storage in the absence of a Risk Management Plan. 

Existing: 
1 year/ 
5 years 

(T-6) 

MON-2 
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CTC Source Protection Plan Policies for Section 34 Amendment 

Explanatory Document Text 
 
Policy SNO-1 prohibits existing and future snow storage in WHPA-A and future snow storage in WHPA-B (VS = 10), WHPA-E (VS ≥ 9) and in the remainder of an Issue 
Contributing Area for Sodium or Chloride.  In the WHPA-B (VS = 10), WHPA-E (VS ≥ 9) and in the remainder of an Issue Contributing Area for sodium and chloride, 
existing and future significant drinking water threats are managed using a Risk Management Plan.  In Emergency snow storage may be permitted outside of 
WHPA-A as determined by the Risk Management Official and the municipality responsible for snow storage in the absence of a Risk Management Plan.  
situations, future snow storage may be permitted outside of WHPA-A as determined by the Risk Management Official.  Existing snow storage is otherwise managed 
outside of WHPA-A requiring a Risk Management Plan.    
 
Storage of snow can pose a significant drinking water threat depending on the geographic location of the storage area and whether the snow is stored above or 
below grade.  In general, the greater the snow storage area, the greater the risk to drinking water.  Generally, snow storage is a seasonal activity that takes place 
on along roadsides, parking lots, and vacant land without the construction of permanent facilities.  When originally developing this policy the CTC Source 
Protection Committee encouraged, where possible, the existing storage of snow (which often contains road salts and other contaminants) be located outside of 
vulnerable areas where possible.  The policy as currently written prohibits the existing and future storage of snow in the WHPA-A, the most vulnerable area to a 
municipal well, as well as future occurrences of the activity where it would be a significant drinking water threat in the WHPA-B (VS=10), WHPA-E (VS≥9), and 
the remainder of the Issues Contributing Area for sodium and chloride.  Given the large surface areas in the Credit Valley Source Protection Area covered by 
Issues Contributing Areas for sodium and chloride, municipalities have communicated the difficulty implementing a prohibition of a potential future activity.  A 
number of provisions could be included in a Risk Management Plan to ensure that the storage of snow does not become a significant drinking water threat, 
therefore, the CTC Source Protection Committee has opted to manage any future instances of the activity outside of the WHPA-A. 
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CTC Source Protection Plan Policies for Section 34 Amendment 

Policy ID 
Threat 

Description 
Implementing 

Body 
Legal 
Effect 

Policy 
Where Policy 

Applies 
When Policy 

Applies 
Monitorin

g Policy 

REC-1 

An activity 
that 
reduces 
recharge to 
an aquifer 

Planning 
Approval 
Authority 

A 

Land Use Planning (Planning Policies for Protecting Groundwater Recharge) 
 
For applications under the Planning Act within the Tier 3 Water Budget WHPA-Q2 identified as having 
significant water quantity threats, the relevant Planning Approval Authority shall ensure recharge 
reduction does not become a significant drinking water threat by: 
 
1) Requiring new development and site alteration under the Planning Act for lands zoned Low 
Density Residential (excluding subdivisions) or zoned Agricultural to implement best management 
practices such as Low Impact Development (LID) with the goal to maintain predevelopment recharge. 
Implementation of best management practices is encouraged, but voluntary, for Agricultural Uses, 
Agriculture-related Uses, or On-farm Diversified Uses where the total impervious surface does not 
exceed 10 per cent of the lot.   
 
2) Requiring that all site plan (excluding an application for one single family dwelling) and subdivision 
applications to facilitate major development (excluding development on lands down-gradient of 
municipal wells in the Toronto & Region Source Protection Area [Figure X]) for new residential, 
commercial, industrial and institutional uses provide a water balance assessment for the proposed 
development to the satisfaction of the Planning Approval Authority which addresses each of the 
following requirements: 

a) maintain pre-development recharge to the greatest extent feasible through best management 
practices such as LID, minimizing impervious surfaces, and lot level infiltration; 

b) where pre-development recharge cannot be maintained on site, implement and maximize off-site 
recharge enhancement (within the same WHPA-Q2) to compensate for any predicted loss of 
recharge from the development; and 

c) for new development (excluding a minor variance) within the WHPA-Q2 and within an Issue 
Contributing Area (for sodium, chloride or nitrates), the water balance assessment shall consider 
water quality when recommending best management practices and address how recharge will be 
maintained and water quality will be protected. 

 
The Planning Approval Authority shall use its discretion to implement the requirements of this policy 
to the extent feasible and practicable given the specific circumstances of a site and off-site recharge 
opportunities.  

3)  Only approving settlement area expansions as part of a municipal comprehensive review where it 
has been demonstrated that recharge functions will be maintained on lands designated Significant 
Groundwater Recharge Areas within WHPA-Q2. 
 
4)  Amending municipal planning documents to reference most current Assessment Reports in regards 
to the Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas within WHPA-Q2. 

Future: 
WHPA-Q2 

with a 
significant risk 

level 
 

See Maps 
3.1 
3.2 

 
 

Future: 
WHPA-Q2 

with a 
moderate risk 

level 
 

See Maps 
3.3 
3.4 

Future: 
Immediately

(T-9) 
 

Amend OPs 
for 

conformity 
within 

5 years and 
ZBLs within 
3 years of 

OP approval 
(T-8) 

MON-1 
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CTC Source Protection Plan Policies for Section 34 Amendment 

EXPLANATORY DOCUMENT TEXT 
 
Policy REC-1 is a land use planning policy that manages activities that reduce recharge to an aquifer. This policy applies to future threats in a WHPA-Q2 with a 
significant or moderate risk level.  
 
The intent of the policy is to ensure that the Planning Approval Authority makes decisions that do not result in recharge reduction from new development 
becoming a significant drinking water threat within a WHPA-Q2. The Planning Approval Authority, through the plan review process (i.e., Planning Act applications) 
will determine what is required, and determine the acceptability of the proposed actions, in the water balance assessments.  
 
The CTC Source Protection Committee wants the Planning Approval Authority to have the flexibility to require the appropriate level of detail in a specific water 
balance assessment commensurate with the scale and location of a proposed development. For example, within the WHPA-Q2 are areas that have been identified 
as Significant Groundwater Recharge Areas which are particularly important due to the nature of the soils and slope that permit higher than average infiltration of 
precipitation to replenish the groundwater. These areas should be given particular protection. Other areas within the Tier 3 WHPA-Q2, may not be important for 
recharge and/or cannot provide the required infiltration due to the local soil and slope conditions. Site specific assessment and identification of the recharge 
characteristics of the site should be part of such water balance assessments or equivalent. Where a detailed assessment is warranted, using the current version of 
the Tier 3 Water Budget model and updated information should ensure that the results are technically robust and comparable to the original analysis. The local 
source protection authority has the model files and information to support this analysis, but it is envisioned that an applicant will have to retain qualified expertise 
to do the analysis.  
 
The Source Protection Committee encourages the “complete application” check list be updated to include the Water Balance Assessment.  
 
The intent of Part 1) of the policy is to avoid the burden on individual residential owners or agricultural operations by requiring that they undertake expensive 
hydrogeological assessments, but to protect recharge by requiring instead that they implement best management practices that will reduce or eliminate any 
impact from their building or development activities that are subject to planning approvals. provide an appropriate level of policy direction to maintain recharge 
for development and site alteration associated with smaller-scale or agriculture-related development not covered by Part 2 of this policy.  In lieu of providing 
hydrogeological assessments, applicants are required, or in the case of agriculture-related development where the total lot impervious surface is beneath a 
threshold of 10 per cent, encouraged to voluntarily implement best management practices, that will reduce or eliminate any impact from their building, or 
development, or site alteration activities that are subject to planning approvals 
 
With respect to the voluntary implementation of Part 1) of this policy for Agricultural Uses, Agricultural-Related Uses, and On-farm Diversified Uses these terms 
have the same meaning as defined in the Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 and as further articulated in the Guidelines on Permitted Uses in Ontario’s Prime 
Agricultural Areas, 2016.  The 10 percent impervious threshold for agricultural-related uses is adapted from Policy 3.2.4.2 of the Greenbelt Plan, 2017 for the 
purposes of this policy.  
 
In general, on low density and agriculturally zoned lands, it is possible to ensure that roof and impermeable surface run-off can be directed to on-site infiltration 
and thus maintain recharge without requiring technical assessments.  
 
The intent of Part 2) of this policy is to ensure certain Planning Act applications (excluding an application for one single family dwelling and on lands zoned 
agricultural) include an assessment of the potential reduction in recharge so that specific measures are identified and implemented to ensure the proposal does 
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not result in recharge reduction becoming a significant drinking water threat within a WHPA-Q2. This requirement applies to major development on lands with the 
greatest potential for reducing recharge, such as commercial, employment, institutional, industrial uses and includes residential subdivisions. but excludes an 
application for one single family dwelling. Planning Act applications applicable to Parts 2 (a) and (b) include site plan applications, draft plan of subdivision 
applications, and any associated implementing official plan or zoning by-law amendment applications, however, applications for development on lands zoned 
agricultural, which do not meet the criteria for major development, and any development on lands down-gradient of municipal wells in the Toronto and Region 
Source Protection Area [See Figure X], are exempt from Part 2).  
 
The intent of Part 2 (b) is to allow the municipality the option where it meets local requirements to require the applicant to locate compensating recharge on 
another site within the WHPA-Q2 where it is not feasible to protect pre-development recharge within the development site. The CTC Source Protection Committee 
concluded that the local municipality is best placed to determine the optimal actions to protect recharge and this provides them some local flexibility in their 
decision-making.  
 
Part 2 (c) of this policy applies ONLY to those parts of a WHPA-Q2 which are also within an Issue Contributing Area for Sodium, Chloride or Nitrate. These areas are 
shown on the maps in the appendices in of the CTC Source Protection Plan and also will be provided by the Source Protection Authority in other formats upon 
request to municipalities or other planning approval authorities. This requirement is intended to ensure that any risk management measure that is implemented to 
maintain recharge does not create a threat to source water quality. For example, infiltration of stormwater containing road salt in an Issue Contributing Area for 
Sodium or Chloride is a significant drinking water threat and subject to policies SWG-11 and SWG-12. The CTC Source Protection Committee has included Part 2 (c) 
of this policy for clarity to ensure that an implementing body does not inadvertently approve an activity to protect water quantity that is a threat to water quality.  
 
The intent of Part 3) is to ensure municipalities evaluate planned growth against recharge reduction at a large scale and only proceed if the planned growth will not 
result in new significant drinking water threats. Once feasibility of the growth is confirmed, development proponents are subject to Parts 1) and 2) of this policy 
which are site-specific. 
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of Planning, Public Works & Transportation 
Committee 

REPORT FROM: Romaine Scott, Legal Coordinator 
Planning & Sustainability 

DATE: May 8, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0041 
 

RE: Authorization to allow Encroachment onto Victoria Street 
Address: 24 John Street, Halton Hills 
File No: D16 JO 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report PLS-2018-0041 dated May 8, 2018 regarding the continuation of the 
encroachment of a house at 24 John Street, Halton Hills (Georgetown) onto the 
untraveled portion of Victoria Street, be received. 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the appropriate by-law be enacted to authorize the Mayor and 
Clerk to execute an encroachment agreement with the owner of 24 John Street to 
permit the encroachment of the house onto the untraveled portion of Victoria Street to 
continue. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The house at 24 John Street extends approximately 1.42 m (4.67 ft) onto the untraveled 
portion of Victoria Street. The last encroachment agreement with a previous owner has 
expired and the current owner is required to legalize the longstanding encroachment by 
entering into an encroachment agreement with the Town. The extent of the 
encroachment is shown on the drawing attached as Appendix “1” to this Report. 

The location of the property is illustrated on the attached Appendix “2”. 
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COMMENTS: 

In the past, staff has routinely recommended that encroachments be continued for the 
earlier of 10 years or the date upon which the encroachment is removed. The 
agreement also contemplates that in the event that the property is sold prior to the end 
of the term set out in the encroachment agreement, the new owner would be required to 
either assume the existing encroachment agreement or enter into a new agreement 
approved by Council. The owner has requested a term of 20 years. 
 
Transportation & Public Works staff has no objection to the encroachment continuing for 
a term of 20 years, subject to the conditions set out in the encroachment agreement.  
The owner of the property will be required to indemnify the Town and provide the 
appropriate certificate of insurance showing that the Town has been added to its 
insurance policy and an additional insured. 
 

 

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This Report is operational and has no bearing on the Town’s Strategic Plan. 
 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

The Town’s costs associated with this matter are covered by the administration fee 
allowed for in the Town’s Rates and Service Charges By-law. There is no annual 
license fee for the encroachment.  
 

 

CONSULTATION: 

The Town’s Manager of Transportation and Superintendent of Public Works were 
consulted with respect to this Report. 
 

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

There is no public engagement with respect to this Report. 
 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

There is no sustainability implication with respect to this Report. 

 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

There is no communications implication with respect to this Report. 
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CONCLUSION: 

The encroachment is entirely on the untraveled portion of the road and does not impede 
the current operation of the roadway. Staff therefore recommends that Council passes 
the necessary by-law to authorize the Mayor and Clerk to sign the encroachment 
agreement to allow the encroachment to continue as discussed herein. 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO  
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Jeff Markowiak, Manager (Acting) of Development Review 
 

DATE: May 16, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0044 
 

RE: Recommended changes to the Planning & Sustainability 
development application fee structure 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PLS-2018-0044, dated May 16, 2018, regarding “Recommended 
changes to the Planning & Sustainability development application fee structure” be 
received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Planning & Sustainability Application Fees be approved by 
Council as outlined in SCHEDULE 2 attached to this report; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT staff bring forward a by-law to establish the approved Planning & 
Sustainability Application Fees and to amend By-law 2017-0074; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the approved Planning & Sustainability Application Fees come 
into effect on July 1, 2018. 

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT: 

The purpose of this report is to present to Council a new Planning & Sustainability 
development application fee structure for consideration and approval.  The new fee 
structure will be imposed on applicants and is intended to more accurately recover the 
cost to the Town to process and review development applications. 
 
The recommended fee structure outlined in SCHEDULE 2 of this report was prepared 
by Watson & Associates following their review of the Town’s current planning 
application fees and development review process. 

BACKGROUND: 

The Town last reviewed its planning application fees in 2011, which resulted in the 
adoption and implementation of a 5 year fee model for the 2012 to 2016 time period.  
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The preparation of that fee model relied on estimates of development application 
volume and type expected to be received during that 5 year time frame. 
 
In 2016 Town Finance staff undertook a review of all rates and fees being collected by 
each Town department.  As a result of that review, a general fee update was approved 
for implementation at the beginning of 2017.  However, Finance staff concluded that the 
Planning & Sustainability application fees required further review outside the scope of 
the 2016 fee update given that: 

 over the past 5 years the Town has experienced an increase in the number of 
complex development applications, especially infill proposals, which require more 
multifaceted reviews to be completed; and 
 

 since the 2011 fee review the Town’s development review and approval process 
has undergone substantial changes, including a greater emphasis on pre-
consultation and increased community engagement. 

As a result, in April 2017 Town Council approved the retention of Watson & Associates 
to assess the current cost of processing development applications in Halton Hills and 
make recommended changes to the Planning & Sustainability fee structure to ensure 
that fees are appropriately structured relative to cost recovery and competitiveness with 
comparator municipalities (Report PI-2017-0052). 
 
Through 2017 and into early 2018 Watson & Associates undertook a review of the 
Town’s development review process, with a primary objective to: 

 study the Town’s current planning application fees and determine historical levels 
of cost recovery; and 
 

 assess the current costs of processing development applications in the Town of 
Halton Hills. 

 
Watson completed their review and prepared a draft report entitled “Town of Halton Hills 
Planning Fees Review” that was presented to the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee on April 30, 2018.  That draft report contained recommended 
changes to the Town’s development application fee structure.  At the April 30th 
Committee meeting Town staff was directed to undertake consultation with development 
industry stakeholders regarding the recommended changes to the development 
application fee structure (Report PLS-2018-0033). 

COMMENTS: 

As outlined in the Watson & Associates report, the changes being recommending to the 
Town’s development application fee structure are intended to: 
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 balance the Town’s need to maximize cost recovery with stakeholder interests, 
affordability and competitiveness with comparator municipalities; 
 

 reflect industry best practices; and 
 

 conform to applicable legislation and be defensible if challenged. 

In addition to a recommended fee structure, the report also outlines Watson’s 
methodology for calculating the full cost recovery for the Town’s development review 
service delivery.  Watson estimates that the Town’s current planning application fees 
presently recover about 40% of the Town’s cost to process development applications.  
The fee structure being recommended by Watson & Associates should achieve 
approximately 70% cost recovery of Town staff’s development review service delivery. 

As directed at the April 30th PPT Committee meeting, Town staff held a consultation 
meeting with industry stakeholders on May 10, 2018, to obtain their comments and 
feedback on Watson’s findings and the recommended fee structure changes.  Notice of 
the meeting was provided to approximately 50 industry stakeholders, including BILD, 
the Chamber of Commerce and the Georgetown and Acton BIAs.  Only 4 parties 
attended the meeting and no objections were raised regarding the recommended 
changes to the Town’s planning application fees (questions asked by the attendees, 
along with answers provided by Watson, are outlined in the “Public Engagement” 
section of this report). 

Following the May 10 meeting Town staff directed Watson & Associates to finalize their 
draft report and recommended fee changes for consideration and approval by Council.  
The final May 16, 2018, “Town of Halton Hills Planning Fees Review” document is 
attached as SCHEDULE 1 to this report.  An excerpt from the report outlining the 
recommended fee changes is attached as SCHEDULE 2. 

This report is recommending that Council approve the Planning & Sustainability 
Development Application Fees being recommended by Watson & Associates 
(SCHEDULE 2).  The report also seeks direction from Council to bring forward a by-law 
to establish the new fee schedule; staff are targeting July 1, 2018, for implementation of 
the new fees. 

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This report supports the following strategic directions outlined in Council’s 2014-2018 

Strategic Action Plan: 

Municipal Service Delivery: 

 Effective, efficient and economical delivery of the Town’s existing services. 

Financial Sustainability: 

 Establish sustainable financing, asset management, and master plans to acquire, 
operate, maintain, renew and replace infrastructure. 
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FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

The revenue collected from the recommended fees will ensure appropriate cost 
recovery of the Town’s development review service delivery and the competitiveness of 
the Town’s development review fee structure. 

CONSULTATION: 

Planning staff and Watson & Associates consulted with staff from the various Town 
departments involved in the development review function (ie. Development Engineering, 
Transportation, Rec & Parks, Buildings and Zoning) to determine the relative level of 
effort by those departments in processing planning applications.  These effort estimates 
were important to help determine the current costs to the Town for processing 
development applications. 

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

On May 10, 2018, Town staff and Watson & Associates held a consultation meeting 
with industry stakeholders at the Gellert Community Centre to obtain comments and 
feedback on the fee structure changes being recommended by Watson. 
 
Notice of the consultation meeting and a copy of Watson’s draft report and recommend 
fee changes was provided to approximately 50 industry stakeholders via e-mail on April 
27, 2018.  Stakeholders that were notified included BILD, the Chamber of Commerce, 
the Georgetown and Acton BIAs and known developers/planners/lawyers who regularly 
or currently have active applications being considered by the Town. 
 
Notified stakeholders were requested to RSVP to indicate their intention of attending.  
The Town received 6 RSVPs; however, only 4 parties attended the May 10 meeting: 

 BILD (Carmina Tupe); 

 Mattamy Homes (Ryan Oosterhoff); 

 Matthews Design & Drafting Services (Doug Matthews); and 

 Ray Chesher. 
 
At the meeting Watson & Associates gave a presentation to outline their review of the 
Town’s current planning application fees, the estimated cost to the Town to process 
development applications and the fee changes being recommended by Watson.  While 
no objections were raised by any of the stakeholders, a summary of the questions 
asked at the consultation meeting, along with answers provided by Watson, are outlined 
below: 
 
Q1. For a residential Official Plan Amendment, would the declining block rate 

fee apply to the total number of units proposed or just to the units that 
exceed the permitted density? (ie. for an OPA seeking a 100 unit 
condominium on a site that permits a density of 60 units, would the 
variable per unit fee be applied to all 100 units or just the 40 units that 
exceed the density permission) 
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The variable declining block rate would be applied to the entire application (ie. all units 
being proposed, not just the ones exceeding the density permissions).  The fee is 
intended to cover the cost to the municipality to process and review the entire proposal, 
not just the units that exceed the current permissions. 
 
Q2. Did Watson ever consider increasing the base application fee and lowering 

the variable per unit/gross floor area fees in order to reduce the cost for 
larger proposals? 

 
Watson’s review of the current costs to the Town to process development applications 
identified that there was a greater effort required by staff to review larger proposals.  
Therefore, the variable rate fee was structured to try and ensure that costs were 
commensurate with the level of review required by staff.  Establishing a reasonable 
base fee should make sure that smaller development proposals would incur negligible 
increases to the planning application fees, which is important from an affordability and 
municipal competitiveness standpoint. 
 
Q3. Did the Town ever consider reducing their processing/review efforts to 

address cost recovery instead of changing the planning application fees? 
 
Questions of this nature are typically geared towards a desire to obtain development 
approvals more quickly.  The fee review studied the Town’s current development review 
process, which is necessary to ensure that development occurs in an appropriate 
manner and is consistent with mandatory and Council approved policies, procedures 
and guidelines.  Typically, municipalities are continuing to look for ways to improve their 
level of service and offer a more efficient review process; however, doing so often does 
not result in a less expensive process as this may require greater resources to be 
dedicated to the review. 

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Halton Hills.  Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.   
 
The recommendation outlined in this report is not applicable to the Strategy’s 
implementation. 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

There are no communications impacts associated with this report. 
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CONCLUSION: 

The planning application fees being recommended by Watson & Associates should 
better reflect the current costs to the Town to process and review development 
proposals.  Therefore, this report recommends that the Planning & Sustainability 
Application Fees prepared by Watson & Associates, as outlined in SCHEDULE 2, be 
approved by Council. 
 
Further, this report recommends that Council direct staff to bring forward a by-law to 
establish the new Planning & Sustainability Application Fees.  Town staff are targeting 
July 1, 2018, for the implementation of the new planning fee structure. 

Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Planning application fees imposed by the Town of Halton Hills (Town) were last updated 

in 2011 for the 2012-2016 period.  In 2017, Watson & Associates Economists Ltd. 

(Watson), was retained by the Town to assess the full costs of processing development 

planning applications and to make recommended changes to the Planning and 

Sustainability fee structure within the Town.  Since the 2011 fee review, there have 

been changes in the Town’s approval processes such as greater pre-application 

consultation and increased public consultation and community engagement.  In 

addition, the Town has experienced an increase in the complexity and scale of 

applications including those concerning infill development.  These changes have 

necessitated the need to re-assess the Town’s planning application fees.  

A planning fees review will also support the Town in determining a cost recovery 

budget/policy framework that balances the interest of new and existing development, 

and creates a pathway towards fiscal sustainability.  Also, a full cost recovery fee review 

will ensure the Town achieves/maintains legislative compliance with Section 69 of the 

Planning Act, which established fee provisions limiting cross-subsidization of anticipated 

processing costs across application categories and fees.  In this regard, the review will 

be useful in providing an evidence-based defense around any potential future planning 

application fee appeals to the Ontario Municipal Board (O.M.B.).  

This study reviews all planning application fees, including Committee of Adjustment 

(C.O.A.) application fees.  The primary objectives of the study are to: 

 Review Town’s current planning application fees and determine historical level of 

cost recovery; 

 Determine full cost recovery fees; 

 Recommend new fees and fee structure improvements that: 

o are defensible and conform with legislation; 

o balance the Town’s need to maximize cost recovery with stakeholder 

interests, affordability, and competitiveness;  

o reflect industry best practices; and  

o considers the administrative implementation of fees 

 Consider implementation of additional fees for service. 
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This technical report summarizes the legislative context for the fees review, provides in 

detail, the methodology utilized to assess the full costs of processing planning 

applications, and presents the full costs of service and recommended fee schedule. 

1.2 Study Process 

Set out in Table 1-1 is the project work plan that has been undertaken in the review of 

the Town’s planning fees. 

Table 1-1 
Planning Fees Review Study Work Plan 

Work Plan Component Description  

1. Project Initiation and 
Orientation 

 Project initiation meeting with Project Team to review project scope, 
work plan legislative context, fee review trends, A.B.C. full cost 
methodology and refinements to fee categorization and service 
delivery

2. Review Background 
Information 

 Review of cost recovery policies, by-laws, 2011-2016 cost recovery 
performance and application patterns 

 Establish municipal comparators

3. Municipal Policy 
Research and 
Municipal User Fee 
Comparison 

 Municipal development fee policy research regarding development fee 
structures and implementation policies 

 Prepare municipal comparison survey for municipalities and fees 
identified in Task #2

4. Development Fee 
Application 
Processing Effort 
Review 

 Meetings with Project Team members to review and refine fee design 
parameters and establish costing categories 

 Working sessions to review established costing categories with regard 
to processing distinctions by application type. 

 In collaboration with Town staff, develop process maps for 
categories/processes established through these discussions. 

5. Design and Execution 
of Direct Staff 
Processing Effort 
Estimation  

 

 Town staff conducted effort estimation workshops with participating 
divisions and sections to collect processing effort estimates 

 Process maps were populated by Town staff and reviewed with each 
of the departments to establish effort estimation data reflecting 
established processes 

 Effort estimates were examined to quantify and test overall staff 
capacity utilization (i.e. capacity analysis) for reasonableness 

6. Develop A.B.C. model 
to determine the full 
costs processes  

 Develop Town’s A.B.C. model to reflect the current cost base (i.e. 
2017$), fee costing categories, direct and indirect cost drivers, and full 
cost fee schedule generation 

7. Calculation of Full 
Cost Recovery Fees 
and Financial Impact 
Analysis 

 

 Modeled costing results were used to generate full cost recovery fee 
structure options 

 Full cost recovery fee structure calculated and compared to Halton 
Region municipal comparators in consultation with the Project Team  

 Recommended fee structure developed to increase costs recovery 
levels while maintaining market competitiveness 

 Overall financial impact and planning fee structure impact analysis 
was undertaken
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Work Plan Component Description  

 Provided impact analysis for sample development types and for 
municipal comparators 

 Draft fee structure and findings presented to the Town’s Senior 
Management Team 

8. Draft Report  Preparation of Draft Report 
 Presentation of findings to Council

9. Development Industry 
Stakeholder 
Consultation  

 Study results presented to development industry stakeholders 

9. Final Report  Final Report and Proposed Fee Schedules prepared for Council 
consideration

1.3 Legislative Context for Fees Review 

The context for the fees review is framed by the statutory authority available to the 

Town to recover the costs of service.  The Planning Act, 1990 governs the imposition of 

fees for recovery of the anticipated costs of processing planning applications.  The 

following summarizes the provisions of this statute as it pertains to application fees. 

Section 69 of the Planning Act, allows municipalities to impose fees through by-law for 

the purposes of processing planning applications.  In determining the associated fees, 

the Act requires that: 

The council of a municipality, by by-law, and a planning board, by resolution, may 

establish a tariff of fees for the processing of applications made in respect of 

planning matters, which tariff shall be designed to meet only the anticipated cost 

to the municipality or to a committee of adjustment or land division committee 

constituted by the council of the municipality or to the planning board in respect 

of the processing of each type of application provided for in the tariff. 

Section 69 establishes many cost recovery requirements that municipalities must 

consider when undertaking a full cost recovery fee design study.  The Act specifies that 

municipalities may impose fees through by-law and that the anticipated costs of such 

fees must be cost justified by application type as defined in the tariff of fees (e.g. 

Subdivision, Zoning By-Law Amendment, etc.).  Given the cost justification 

requirements by application type, this would suggest that cross-subsidization of 

planning fee revenues across application types is not permissible.  For instance, if Site 

Plan application fees were set at levels below full cost recovery for policy purposes this 

discount could not be funded by Subdivision application fees set at levels higher than 

full cost recovery.  Our interpretation of the Section 69 is that any fee discount must be 

funded from other general revenue sources such as property taxes.   
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The legislation further indicates that the fees may be designed to recover the 

“anticipated cost” of processing each type of application, reflecting the estimated costs 

of processing activities for an application type.  This reference to anticipated costs 

represents a further costing requirement for a municipality.  It is noted that the statutory 

requirement is not the actual processing costs related to any one specific application.  

As such, actual time docketing of staff processing effort against application categories 

or specific applications does not appear to be a requirement of the Act for compliance 

purposes.  As such our methodology, which is based on staff estimates of application 

processing effort, meets with the requirements of the Act and is in our opinion a 

reasonable approach in determining anticipated costs. 

The Act does not specifically define the scope of eligible processing activities and there 

are no explicit restrictions to direct costs as previously witnessed in other statutes.  

Moreover, recent amendments to the fee provisions of the Municipal Act and Building 

Code Act are providing for broader recognition of indirect costs.  Acknowledging that 

staff effort from multiple departments is involved in processing planning applications, it 

is our opinion that such fees may include direct costs, capital-related costs, support 

function costs directly related to the service provided, and general corporate overhead 

costs apportioned to the service provided.   

The payment of Planning Act fees can be made under protest with appeal to the O.M.B. 

if the applicant believes the fees were inappropriately charged or are unreasonable.  

The O.M.B. will hear such an appeal and determine if the appeal should be dismissed 

or direct the municipality to refund payment in such amount as determined by the 

Board.  These provisions confirm that fees imposed under the Planning Act are always 

susceptible to appeal.  Unlike other fees and charges (e.g. Development Charges) there 

is no legislated appeal period related to the timing of by-law passage, mandatory review 

period or public process requirements.   

The Building Better Communities and Conserving Watersheds Act, 2017 (Bill 139) 

received royal assent on December 12, 2017 and is anticipated to be proclaimed into 

force on April 3, 2018.  Bill 139 fundamentally changes the planning appeal system in 

Ontario by introducing significant amendments to the Planning Act and other legislation 

including replacing the O.M.B. with the Local Planning Act Tribunal (L.P.A.T.).  At the 

time of writing, the proposed regulation has not yet been finalized and the new L.P.A.T. 

rules have not yet been published.  Potential changes in legislation have not been 

reflected in the planning processes, and to the extent that changes are required in the 

underlying application review processes, the fees may need to be reconsidered.  
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Moreover, once finalized, the implications of the new planning regime will need to be 

considered with regard to the rules surrounding appeals to planning applications.
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2. Activity Based Costing Methodology 

2.1 Methodology 

An Activity-Based Costing (A.B.C.) methodology, as it pertains to municipal 

governments, assigns an organization's resource costs through activities to the services 

provided to the public.  Conventional municipal accounting structures are typically not 

well suited to the costing challenges associated with development or other service 

processing activities, as these accounting structures are department focussed and 

thereby inadequate for fully costing services with involvement from multiple Town 

departments.  An A.B.C. approach better identifies the costs associated with the 

processing activities for specific user fee types and thus is an ideal method for 

determining full cost recovery planning application fees. 

As illustrated in Figure 2-1, an A.B.C. methodology attributes processing effort and 

associated costs from all participating municipal departments to the appropriate 

planning application categories.  The resource costs attributed to processing activities 

and application categories include direct operating costs, indirect support costs, and 

capital costs.  Indirect support function and corporate overhead costs are allocated to 

direct departments according to operational cost drivers (e.g. information technology 

costs allocated based on the relative share of departmental personal computers 

supported).  Once support costs have been allocated amongst direct departments, the 

accumulated costs (i.e. indirect, direct, and capital costs) are then distributed across the 

various fee categories, based on the department’s direct involvement in the processing 

activities.  The assessment of each department’s direct involvement in the planning 

application review process is accomplished by tracking the relative shares of staff 

processing effort across each fee category’s sequence of mapped process steps.  The 

results of employing this costing methodology provides municipalities with a better 

recognition of the costs utilized in delivering fee review processes, as it acknowledges 

not only the direct costs of resources deployed but also the operating and capital 

support costs required by those resources to provide services. 

The following sections of this chapter review each component of the A.B.C. 

methodology as it pertains to the Town’s planning application fees review. 
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Figure 2-1 
Activity Based Costing Conceptual Cost Flow Diagram  

 

  

2.2 Application Category Definition 

A critical component of the full cost fees review is the selection of the planning 

application costing categories.  This is an important first step as the process design, 

effort estimation and subsequent costing is based on these categorization decisions.  It 

is also important from a compliance stand point where, as noted previously, the 

Planning Act requires application fees to be cost justified by application type consistent 

with the categorization contained within the Town’s tariff of fees.  Moreover, the cost 

categorization process will provide insight into any differences in processing costs for 

each costing category within an application type, which is informative to the fee 

structure design exercise.  

Fee categorization decisions were made using the Town’s existing fee structure to 

guide further disaggregation of application types into costing categories for fee review 

purposes.  Each application type was disaggregated to understand the potential 

differences in processing effort based on application size, location (greenfield vs. infill), 

development type (residential vs. industrial vs. other non-residential), and application 

type (new vs. revision).  The fee categorization process was developed during the initial 

working sessions with Town staff at the outset of this review. 
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Given the cost justification requirements of the Planning Act and comments of the 

O.M.B. with respect to marginal costing, this level of disaggregation within application 

types is in direct response to the comments of the OMB and reflects an evolution in the 

costing methodology to exceed the statutory requirements and to better understand the 

factors influencing processing effort.  

Summarized in Table 2-1, are the planning application fee costing categories that have 

been included in the Town’s model and used to rationalize changes to the Town’s 

Planning and Sustainability fee schedules. 

The following explains the rationale for the major planning application categorization 

decisions utilized in the fee review: 

 Official Plan Amendments, Zoning By-Law Amendments, Site Plan Applications, 

and Subdivision applications were disaggregated to consider the impact of 

application location (infill vs. greenfield), development type (residential vs. 

industrial vs. other non-residential), and application size to reflect differences in 

processing effort typically experienced.  The differences in effort for new 

applications compared to revision applications was also considered; 

 For Condominium applications, the size of the application was considered as well 

as whether the application was for draft plan approval, conversion, or common 

elements;  

 Cost of Legal staff related to by-law and agreement preparation was considered 

for Site Plan, Subdivision, Condominium, and Part-lot Control Applications, as 

well as Pre-Servicing Agreements; 

 For Minor Variance applications, processing requirements for residential vs. non-

residential development types was assessed; and 

 For the majority of application types, the scope of the potential applications was 

also assessed by giving consideration to Minor vs. Major application types.  
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Table 2-1 
Planning Application Fee Types and Costing Categories 

 

  

Application 

Type Costing Category

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, ≤50 dwelling units

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, >50 dwelling units

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, ≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, >9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Residential, ≤50 dwelling units

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Residential, >50 dwelling units

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, ≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, >9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area

OPA Revision

Halton Region OPA Review

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, up to 50 dwelling units

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, ≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, >9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, up to 50 dwelling units

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, ≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, >9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area

ZBA Revision

Holding Removal Fee 

Holding Removal Fee ‐ Special

Deeming By‐law

Temporary Use By‐law

Request for Council Extension of Temporary Use

SPA Agreement

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, up to 50 dwelling units

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area up to 2 hectares

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area greater than 2 hectares

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft.

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft.

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, up to 50 dwelling units

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial, gross area up to 2 hectares

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial, gross area greater than 2 hectares

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft.

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft.

SPA Revision

Extension Fee
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Table 2-1 (Cont’d) 
Planning Application Fee Types and Costing Categories 

 

  

Application 

Type Costing Category

SUB Agreement

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, up to 50 dwelling units

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area up to 10 hectares

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area greater than 10 hectares

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft.

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft.

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, up to 50 dwelling units

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial, gross area up to 5 hectares

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial, gross area greater than 5 hectares

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft.

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft.

SUB Reivision

SUB Ext. of Draft Approval

SUB Admimistrative Final Approval

Condo Agreement

Condominium Minor, up to 50 buildable lots/blocks  or units or applies to a gross area up to 2 hectares

Condominium Major, greater than 50 buildable lots/blocks or units or applies to a gross area greater than 2 hectares

Condominium Conversion or Exemption

Condominium Common Element

Condominium Revision

Condominium Ext. of Draft Approval

PLC By‐Law Preparation

PLCB Application Fee, up to 50 buildable lots/block or units or applies to a gross area up to 5 hectares

PLCB Major Application Fee, greater than 50 buildable lots/block or units or applies to a gross area greater than 5 hectares

PLCB Extension

Consent  Application Fee (1 lot)

Consent  Application Fee (Multiple lots)

Consent Application Fee (Lot Line Adjustment, Easement)

Consent Revision

Consent Post Approval (Certification)

Minor Variance Application Fee

Minor Variance ‐ Minor Residential Application fee
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2.3 Processing Effort Cost Allocation 

To capture each participating Town staff member’s relative level of effort in processing 

planning applications, process templates were prepared for each of the above-

referenced application costing categories.  The process templates were generated 

using sample templates based on processes in neighboring municipalities and then 

refined and modified to reflect the planning application review process as it occurs in the 

Town.  

The individual process maps were populated by Town staff in internal working sessions.  

The effort estimates used reflect the level of involvement by participating staff within 

each department on processing activities.   

Annual processing effort per staff position was compared with available processing 

capacity to determine overall service levels.  Subsequent to this initial capacity analysis, 

working sessions were held with the Town staff to further define the scope and nature of 

various departments’ involvement in planning application fee review activities to reflect 

current staff utilization levels.  These refinements provided for the recognition of efforts 

within the planning application fees review ancillary to direct processing tasks, i.e. 

departmental support activities and management and application oversight activities by 

departmental senior management.  Effort related to planning policy and special projects 

related to planning applications were not included in the definition of planning 

application processing activities.   

The capacity utilization results are critical to the full cost recovery fee review because 

the associated resourcing costs follow the activity generated effort of each participating 

staff member into the identified planning application fee categories.  As such, 

considerable time and effort was spent ensuring the reasonableness of the capacity 

utilization results.  The overall departmental fee recovery levels underlying the 

calculations are provided in Chapter 3 of this report. 

2.4 Direct Costs 

Direct costs refer to the employee costs (salaries and wages, employer contributions), 

stationery and office supplies, and consulting and professional fees that are typically 

consumed by directly involved departments.  Based on the results of the resource 

capacity analysis summarized above, the proportionate share of each individual’s direct 

costs is allocated to the respective fee categories.  The direct costs included in the 

Town’s costing model are taken from the Town’s 2017 budget (subsequently indexed to 
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2018$ using the Town’s 2018 cost of living increase of 3% and includes cost 

components such as:  

 Labour Costs, e.g. salary, wages and benefits; 

 Insurance Costs; 

 Communication Costs; 

 Hardware and Software Maintenance Costs; 

 Utility Costs; 

 Repairs and Maintenance Costs; and 

 Materials, Supplies and Other Services. 

It should be noted that transfers to reserves (reserve funds) and transfers to capital 

have been excluded from the direct service costs, as these reflect financing costs.  

Moreover, capital costs have been provided for separately within the analysis. 

Based on the modelling results, the following departments have direct participation in 

the review and approval of planning applications.  

 Planning and Sustainability 

 Building; 

 Engineering; 

 Office of the CAO; 

 Finance; 

 Corporate Communications; 

 Fire Services; and 

 Recreation and Parks; 

2.5 Indirect Cost Functions and Cost Drivers 

An A.B.C. review includes both the direct service cost of providing service activities as 

well as the indirect support costs that allow direct service departments to perform these 

functions.  The method of allocation employed in this analysis is referred to as a step-

down costing approach.  Under this approach, support function and general corporate 

overhead functions are classified separate from direct service delivery departments.  

These indirect cost functions are then allocated to direct service delivery departments 

based on a set of cost drivers, which subsequently flow to planning application fee 

categories according to staff effort estimates.  Cost drivers are a unit of service that best 

represent the consumption patterns of indirect support and corporate overhead services 

by direct service delivery departments.  As such, the relative share of a cost driver (units 
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of service consumed) for a direct department determines the relative share of 

support/corporate overhead costs attributed to that direct service department.  An 

example of a cost driver commonly used to allocate information technology support 

costs would be a department’s share of supported personal computers.  Cost drivers 

are used for allocation purposes acknowledging that these departments do not typically 

participate directly in the development review process, but that their efforts facilitate 

services being provided by the Town’s direct departments.   

The indirect support and corporate overhead cost drivers used in the fees model reflects 

accepted practices within the municipal sector by municipalities of similar 

characteristics.   
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2.6 Capital Costs 

The inclusion of capital costs within the full cost planning application fees calculations 

follow a methodology similar to indirect costs.  The annual replacement value of assets 

commonly utilized to provide direct department services has been included to reflect 

capital costs of service.  The replacement value approach determines the annual asset 

replacement value over the expected useful life of the respective assets.  This reflects 

the annual depreciation of the asset over its useful life based on current asset 

replacement values using a sinking fund approach.  This annuity is then allocated 

across all fee categories based on the capacity utilization of direct departments.   

The annual replacement contribution applied for facility space is $4.84/square foot.  This 

information derived from the Town’s 2017 Development Charges Background Study.  

The capital replacement costs of staff work stations that would be in addition to facility 

replacement costs was also considered.  The annual replacement contribution applied 

for work stations was $406 per work station.  These annual capital costs estimates were 

then allocated to the fee categories based on resource capacity utilization.   
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3. Planning Application Fees Review 

3.1 Staff Capacity Utilization Results 

The planning application review process considered within this assessment involves to 

varying degrees, staff from multiple departments across the organization.  The planning 

application processing effort estimates in this report reflect the Town’s current business 

processes, 2011-2016 average application volumes, and staffing allocation patterns 

currently in place across Town departments.  Moreover, the processing effort estimates 

were developed with regard to the typical application types within the 2011-2016 period.   

Table 3-1 summarizes the staff capacity utilization and number of full time equivalent 

(F.T.E.) positions attributable to planning application processes.  Currently, planning 

application processes consume approximately 13 F.T.E.s annually across the 

organization. 

Table 3-1 
Planning Application Resource Utilization by Department (in F.T.E.)  

  

The following observations are provided based on the results of the capacity analysis 

presented in Table 3-1:   

 On average approximately 48% of all available staff resources within the 

Planning & Sustainability department are fully consumed processing planning 

applications.  Staff from this department provide the largest amount of effort to 

planning applications within the Town at 71% of the overall involvement.  This 

level of planning recovery is comparable with levels of participation in other 

% FTE

Planning & Sustainability 19 47.9% 9.09                 

Building 17.25 0.7% 0.12                 

Engineering 21 11.7% 2.46                 

Office of the CAO 15 3.6% 0.54                 

Finance 21 0.3% 0.06                 

Corporate Communications 2 1.4% 0.03                  

Fire Services 22 0.2% 0.04                 

Recreation and Parks 7 6.3% 0.44                 

Total 12.78                

Staff Utilization

Department

No. of 

Staff
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Greater Toronto Area (G.T.A.) municipalities, reflecting a significant amount of 

non-planning application processing effort provided by planning departments for 

corporate management, policy initiatives, O.M.B. appeals, and public information 

tasks. 

 Engineering Services provides the second largest allocation of staff resources 

(2.5 F.T.E.s) to planning application review, accounting for 12% of their available 

staff resources.  Staff from the Engineering department provide 19% of the 

overall planning application review process. 

 There are a number of other Town departments such as Recreation and Parks 

and the Building department that individually provide relatively small allotments of 

effort to planning application review.  In aggregate, these other departments 

contribute 1.2 F.T.E.s or 10% of the overall effort.     

3.2 Planning Application Type Impacts 

As presented in the introduction, the Planning Act requires fees to be cost justified at 

the application type level.  Moreover, recent O.M.B. decisions require that there is 

consideration given to the marginal costs of processing applications of varying size and 

complexity.  In this regard, planning application review processes have been costed at 

the application type and sub-type level.  This level of analysis goes beyond the statutory 

requirements of cost justification by application type to better understand costing 

distinctions at the application sub-type level to provide the basis for more a more 

defensible fee structure and fee design decisions.  Application costs reflect the 

organizational direct, indirect and capital costs based on 2017 budget estimates, 

indexed to 2018$ values.  Table 3-2, summarizes the per application processing costs 

compared with per application fees currently charged by the Town in 2018. 
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Table 3-2 
Planning Fees Modelling Impacts by Application Sub-Type (2018$)   

 

  

Cost  2018 Cost

Application Type and Costing Category per  Application Recovery

Application Fees %

Official Plan Amendment (OPA)

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, ≤50 dwelling units 69,054                     22,846                      33%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, >50 dwelling units 69,054                     22,846                      33%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area 69,054                       22,846                       33%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

>9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area 69,054                       22,846                       33%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Residential, ≤50 dwelling units 83,600                     22,846                      27%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Residential, >50 dwelling units 83,600                     22,846                      27%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area 69,348                       22,846                       33%

OPA Processing Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

>9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area 69,356                       22,846                       33%

OPA Revision 26,748                     19,057                      71%

Halton Region OPA Review 3,365                       9,070                        270%

Zoning By‐Law Amendment (ZPA) ‐                             0%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, up to 50 dwelling units 45,030                     19,746                      44%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, greater than 50 dwelling 

units 45,166                       19,746                       44%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area 44,894                       19,746                       44%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

>9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area 45,030                       19,746                       44%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, up to 50 dwelling units 67,935                     19,746                      29%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units 68,074                     19,746                      29%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

≤9,290m2 GFA / ≤2ha land area 67,935                       19,746                       29%

ZBA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial/Commercial/Institutional, 

>9,290m2 GFA / >2ha land area 68,074                       19,746                       29%

ZBA Revision 21,470                     16,187                      75%

Holding Removal Fee  14,516                     5,166                        36%

Holding Removal Fee ‐ Special 18,732                     574                            3%

Deeming By‐law 4,012                       2,296                        57%

Temporary Use By‐law 43,775                     12,284                      28%

Request for Council Extension of Temporary Use 29,637                       5,396                         18%
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Table 3-2 (Cont’d)  
Planning Fees Modelling Impacts by Application Sub-Type (2018$)  

Cost  2018 Cost

Application Type and Costing Category per  Application Recovery

Application Fees %

Site Plan Application (SPA)

SPA Agreement 5,114                       4,707                        92%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, up to 50 dwelling units 49,035                     12,284                      25%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, greater than 50 dwelling 

units 61,316                       43,625                       71%pp , g p

hectares 47,422                     12,284                      26%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area greater than 2 

hectares 60,384                       43,625                       72%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, 

gross floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft. 47,422                       12,284                       26%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, 

gross floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft. 60,384                       43,625                       72%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, up to 50 dwelling units 54,574                     12,284                      23%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units 67,520                     43,625                      65%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial, gross area up to 2 hectares 51,267                     12,284                      24%

hectares 61,169                       43,625                       71%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross 

floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft. 51,267                       12,284                       24%

SPA Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross 

floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft. 61,169                       43,625                       71%

SPA Revision 10,381                     9,644                        93%

Extension Fee 1,121                       1,033                        92%

Subdivision (SUB) ‐                             

SUB Agreement 29,818                       6,314                         21%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, up to 50 dwelling units 171,998                   43,739                      25%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Residential, greater than 50 dwelling 

units 198,935                     62,107                       31%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area up to 10 

hectares 109,057                     43,739                       40%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Industrial, gross area greater than 10 

hectares 109,057                     62,107                       57%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, 

gross floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft. 109,057                     43,739                       40%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Greenfield Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, 

gross floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft. 109,057                     62,107                       57%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, up to 50 dwelling units 181,112                   43,739                      24%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Residential, greater than 50 dwelling units 209,702                   62,107                      30%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Industrial, gross area up to 5 hectares 119,426                   43,739                      37%pp , g g

hectares 119,426                     62,107                       52%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross 

floor area up to 100,000 sq.ft. 119,426                     43,739                       37%

SUB Application Fee ‐ Infill Non‐Residential, Non‐Industrial, gross 

floor area greater than 100,000 sq.ft. 119,609                     62,107                       52%

SUB Revision 32,081                     28,586                      89%

SUB Ext. of Draft Approval 3,671                         1,033                         28%

SUB Admimistrative Final Approval 1,335                         2,870                         215%
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Table 3-2 (Cont’d)  
Planning Fees Modelling Impacts by Application Sub-Type (2018$)  

 

As presented in Table 3-2, almost all planning application fees are recovering less than 

the average costs of processing.  Table 3-3 summarizes the direct, indirect, and capital 

costs by application type and the cost recovery percentage after netting out the cost 

related to development agreements (costs recovered through separate fees).  The 

overall recovery levels are based on the weighted average annual historical application 

volumes over the 2011-2016 period.  Current application fees are on average 

recovering 40% of the annual costs of service 

Cost  2018 Cost

Application Type and Costing Category per  Application Recovery

Application Fees %

Condominium (CDM)

Condo Agreement 26,394                       6,314                         24%

Condominium Minor, up to 50 buildable lots/blocks  or units or 

applies to a gross area up to 2 hectares 45,947                       24,452                       53%

Condominium Major, greater than 50 buildable lots/blocks or units or 

applies to a gross area greater than 2 hectares 46,621                       43,510                       93%

Condominium Conversion or Exemption 31,025                       20,779                       67%

Condominium Common Element 26,589                       24,452                       92%

Condominium Revision 13,521                       22,386                       166%

Condominium Ext. of Draft Approval 3,344                         4,133                         124%

Part Lot Control By‐Law (PLCB) ‐                              0%

PLC By‐Law Preparation 1,800                         1,837                         102%

PLCB Application Fee, up to 50 buildable lots/block or units or applies 

to a gross area up to 5 hectares 6,630                         5,970                         90%

PLCB Major Application Fee, greater than 50 buildable lots/block or 

units or applies to a gross area greater than 5 hectares 6,763                         6,774                         100%

PLCB Extension 3,140                         689                             22%

Consent ‐                              0%

Consent  Application Fee (1 lot) 14,022                       9,758                         70%

Consent  Application Fee (Multiple lots) 14,539                       9,758                         67%

Consent Application Fee (Lot Line Adjustment, Easement) 16,134                       4,707                         29%

Consent Revision 2,729                         1,891                         69%

Consent Post Approval (Certification) 368                             2,755                         749%

Minor Variance ‐                             

Minor Variance Application Fee 8,218                         4,936                         60%

Minor Variance ‐ Minor Residential Application fee 7,973                         2,870                         36%
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Table 3-3 
Planning Fees Modelling Impacts by Application Type 

 

3.3 Rate Structure Analysis 

Fee structure recommendations were developed in regard to the cost and revenue 

impacts presented in Tables 3-2 and 3-3.  The recommended fee structure seeks to 

align the recovery of processing costs to application characteristics to balance Planning 

Act compliance, applicant benefits and municipal revenue certainty.  The recommended 

fee structure, which is presented in 2018$ values has been developed to increase cost 

recovery levels while being consistent with industry best practices and comparable to 

those of Halton Region area municipalities.  The Town currently imposes a flat per 

application fee for all planning application fees.  Although the costing categories 

examined the difference in costs between applications occurring in greenfield vs. infill 

areas, it was determined that the average cost by area would be assessed in the design 

of fees to reflect affordability concerns and to consider the administrative process of 

imposition.  For most application types, the recommended fee structure includes a base 

fee and variable fee in recognition of the decreasing marginal costs of processing.  

Table 3-4 displays the cost recovery levels by major application type based on the 

recommended fee structure.  The fee structure recommendations are anticipated to 

increase overall planning application cost recovery performance from 40% currently to 

71% (based on average historical application volumes and typical size characteristics) 

or an increase in revenue of 75%.  Within the overall cost recovery levels, the 

performance by application types varies between 33% for H Removal and full cost 

recovery for Condominium and Part Lot Control By-law applications.  This variation is 

related to the average application processing costs and considerations for affordability 

and competitiveness. 

Less:

Direct

Indirect & 

Capital Total

 Annual Costs 

(Development 

Agreements) 

Condominium 33,256              17,791              51,047                 18,124                 32,924                 18,178                 55%

Consent 96,780              24,667              121,447               121,447               76,188                 63%

H Removal 70,476              14,593              85,069                 85,069                 23,534                 28%

Minor Variance 144,969            35,057              180,026               180,026               80,625                 45%

Official Plan Amendment 80,891              16,431              97,322                 97,322                 30,692                 32%

Part Lot Control By‐Law 8,128                3,186                11,315                 2,399                   8,915                   8,285                   93%

Site Plan 653,051            157,568            810,619               65,629                 744,989               285,554               38%

Subdivision 484,941            127,469            612,410               101,878               510,531               205,651               40%

Zoning By‐Law Amendment 157,863            32,985              190,848               190,848               67,046                 35%

Total 1,730,354        429,748            2,160,102           188,031               1,972,071           795,753               40%

Annual Costs

Application Type

 Net Annual 

Costs 

% Cost 

Recovery

Net Modelled 

Revenue 

(Current 2018 

Fees)
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Table 3-4 
Recommended Fee Structure Impacts by Application Type 

 

A summary of the recommended changes to fee structure is provided in section 3.3.1, 

while the complete fee schedule is provided in Appendix A.     

 

3.3.1 Fee Structure Recommendations 

Official Plan Amendment 

For Official Plan Amendments (O.P.A.), currently the Town typically imposes a base fee 

of $22,846 depending on the scope of the application.  Based on the results of the 

A.B.C. model, this application would cost on average $73,000 to process.   

Fee Recommendations 

 Impose base fee of $22,846 plus: 

o Implement a declining block rate structure for the variable portion of both 

residential and non-residential application fees to reflect the decreasing 

marginal cost of processing applications; 

 Revision fee to be calculated as 37% of the full application fee ($8,959 

minimum); and 

 Decrease the Halton Region O.P.A. – Town Review fee to $3,366 

Condominium 100%

Consent 80%

H Removal 33%

Minor Variance 48%

Official Plan Amendment 62%

Part Lot Control By‐Law 100%

Site Plan 81%

Subdivision 61%

Zoning By‐Law Amendment 83%

Total 71%

% Cost 

RecoveryApplication Type
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Zoning By-law Amendment 

Zoning By-law Amendment (Z.B.A.) applications are generally under recovering costs of 

processing.  Smaller applications that would be charged the Minor and/or Technical fee 

have a lower level of cost recovery (17-25%) when compared to larger applications 

which would be imposed the full application fee (29-44%).  Holding Removal 

applications are recovering 29% of costs, while Holding Removal applications charged 

the “special” fee are recovering only 3% of costs.  Temporary Use fees are recovering 

between 18-28% of total costs. 

As a result, the proposed fee structure proposed to maintain a similar entry point for 

smaller applications by maintaining the Minor and/or Technical fee and setting the base 

fee for full Z.B.A. applications at the same level as the current fee ($19,746).  

Consistent with fee structures in Halton Region and throughout the G.T.A., the 

recommended fee structure includes declining block variable fees for residential and 

non-residential development. 

Fee Recommendations 

 Maintain fee for Minor and/or Technical application fee of $11,365; 

 Impose base fee of $19,746 for full applications and introduce declining block 

rate structure for residential and non-residential applications; 

 Change Z.B.A. Revision fees to 40% of full application fees ($7,807 minimum); 

 Maintain Holding Removal fees at current levels; and 

 Increase the fee for Temporary Use or Deeming By-law to the same level as the 

Z.B.A. base fee ($19,746) 

Site Plan Applications 

The Town currently charges three Site Plan Application (S.P.A.) fees: $8,945 for minor 

applications, $12,284 for applications less than 50 units or 100,000 sq.ft. or gross floor 

area G.F.A.), and $43,625 for applications greater than 50 units or 100,000 sq.ft of 

G.F.A.).  Consistent with industry best practices, the proposed fee structure includes 

base and declining block variable fees to provide the Town with a greater level of cost 

recovery while providing consideration for affordability and the decreasing marginal 

costs of processing.  

Fee Recommendations 

 Maintain fee for Minor applications fee of $8,954; 
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 Impose a base fee for all other S.P.A.s at the level of the current fee for 

applications of less than 50 units or 100,000 sq.ft of G.F.A. of $12,284; 

 For applications not defined as Minor, introduce declining block rate structure for 

residential and non-residential applications; and 

 Change S.P.A. Revision fees to 20% of full application fees ($5,127 minimum) 

Plan of Subdivision  

The current fees for Plan of Subdivision applications is $24,224 for minor applications, 

$43,739 for applications less than 50 buildable lots/block or units or 5 hectares of gross 

area, and $62,107 for applications proposing to develop more than 50 buildable 

lots/block or units or 5 hectares of gross area.  Consistent with the recommendations for 

other application types, the fee structure revisions for Subdivision applications have 

been designed to have consideration for affordability and the fee structures imposed in 

other Halton Region municipalities.  

Fee Recommendations 

 Impose base for all minor and non-minor applications of $24,224; 

 For non-minor applications, impose a declining per residential unit and per non-

residential hectare fee; and 

 Charge one Subdivision revision fee of 23% of full application fees ($2,526 

minimum) 

Plan of Condominium 

The Town currently charges flat application fees for Draft Plan of Condominium, 

Condominium Conversion, and Condominium Common Element of between $20,779 

and $43,510.  Based on the A.B.C. results shown in Table 3-2, which indicate that the 

costs to process these different types of applications are similar, regardless of size, the 

recommended fee structure seeks to align the application fees among the different 

types of condominium applications for greater cost recover and administrative ease. 

Fee Recommendations 

 Impose fee of $28,051 for Draft Plan of Condominium applications, Condominium 

Conversion applications, and Condominium Common Element Condominium 

applications; and 

 Revise Condominium Revisions application fee to be 35% of full application fees 

($7,003 minimum)  
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Part Lot Control By-law 

Part Lot Control By-law applications are recovering close to the full costs of processing 

(93%), and as such, only minor changes to the fee structure are proposed to improve 

cost recovery by sub-type.  The fee structure recommendations include imposing one 

application fee in place of the disaggregated application fee for applications greater or 

less that 50 units and increasing the Extension fee from $689 to $1,340. 

Consent 

The Town currently charges Consent application fees for standard applications, Minor 

applications, Lot Line Adjustments and Easements, Revisions to Consent applications, 

and Post Approval Certification.  With the exception of the fee for Post Approval 

Certification and Minor applications for which there is no increase recommended, 

Consent application fees are proposed to increase moderately. 

Fee Recommendations 

 Increase Consent application fee to $10,000; 

 Increased the Consent Revision fee to $2,729; and 

 Maintain minor application and Post Approval Certification fees at current rates 

Minor Variance 

The Minor Variance fees imposed by the Town currently are $2,870 for minor residential 

applications and $4,936 for all other Minor Variance applications.  Minor Variance 

applications within the Town are recovering between 36-6% of the full costs of 

processing.  Having regard for affordability and competitiveness, no changes have been 

recommended to the fee Minor Residential applications.  The fee for other Minor 

Variance applications is recommended to increase from $4,936 to $5,750. 

Combined Applications 

In developing the recommended fee structure, the Town has also given consideration to 

total processing effort related reviewing Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law 

Amendment and Subdivision applications received concurrently.  Compared to when 

these types of applications are received in separately, there are certain activities that 

only need to be undertaken once when received in combination (e.g. application intake 

and circulation).  To recognize these processing efficiencies and the types of fee 

structures imposed in Halton Region area municipalities, the recommended fee 

structure includes reductions to the base application fees that would be imposed on 

these applications if received separately.  
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Fee Recommendations 

 Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment applications received 

concurrently – Full Official Plan Amendment application fee plus Zoning By-law 

Amendment application base fee; 

 Zoning By-law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision applications received 

concurrently – Full Subdivision application fee plus 75% of Zoning By-law 

application base fee; and 

 Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By-law Amendment, and Subdivision 

applications received concurrently – Full Subdivision application fee plus Official 

Plan Amendment application base fee and 75% of Zoning By-law application 

base fee 
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4. Impact Analysis of Recommended Fee 
Structure 

In order to understand the impacts of the recommended planning application fee 

structure recommendations, an impact analysis for sample developments has been 

prepared.  Comparison graphs for planning application only, are provided in Appendix 

B.  

4.1 Impact Analysis 

Three development types have been considered, including: 

 Official Plan Amendment, Plan of Subdivision and Zoning By-law Amendment 

applications for a residential subdivision of 100 single detached units; 

 Site Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment applications for a retail building of 

1,000 sq.mt.; and 

 Site Plan application for an industrial building of 30,000 sq.mt.  

In addition to providing the fee impacts for the Tow of Halton Hills, Tables 4-1 through 4-

3 provide development fee comparisons for selected municipalities, highlighting the 

positions of the Halton Region area municipalities.  The development fee comparison 

includes planning application fees, building permit fees and development charges for 

each of the three development types.  The comparison illustrates the impacts of the 

planning application fee structure recommendations in the context of the total 

development fees payable to provide a broader context for the fee considerations. 

4.1.1 Residential Single Detached (100 units) – Official Plan Amendment, Plan of 

Subdivision, and Zoning By-law Amendment Applications (Table 4-1) 

A 100-unit single detached residential subdivision in the Town of Halton Hills would pay 

$360 per unit in Official Plan Amendment fees, $975 per unit in Subdivision fees, and 

$159 per unit in Zoning By-law Amendment fees under the Town’s current fee structure.   

Under the recommended fee structure, Official Plan Amendment fees would increase to 

$440 per unit (+22%) Subdivision fees would increase to $1,021 per unit (+5%).  Zoning 

By-law Amendment fees would increase by 0.6% or $1/unit because of the application 

of the Town’s proposed fee policy for combined applications.  Including building permit 

fees and development charges, total development fees for this type of applicant would 

increase by 0.2% from $53,577/unit to $53,702/unit.  The Town of would maintain their 
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position at 7th out of the 16 municipalities surveyed, lower than the Town of Oakville and 

Town of Milton, yet higher than the City of Burlington. 

Table 4-1 
Development Fee Impacts Survey for a Residential Subdivision (100 Single 

Detached Units 
 

 
 

4.1.2 Retail Building (1,000 sq.mt.) - Site Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment 

Applications (Table 4-2) 

The current planning fees for this retail development would be $38,801 ($18,086 Site 

Plan and $20,715 Zoning By-law Amendment).  Imposing the recommended fee 

structure would increase the charge by 12% ($4,347) to $43,148 ($21,183 Site Plan and 

$21,965 Zoning By-law Amendment).     

The impact of the recommended fee structure option on total development fees 

payable, including development charges and building permit fees, would result in a 1% 

increase.  Planning fees currently comprise 8.6% of total development fees and would 

increase to 9.5% based on the recommended fee structure.  The Town would maintain 

its competitive position in the mid range of the Halton Region area municipalities as well 

as the broader sample of municipalities.  

Rank Municipality

Official Plan 

Amendment

Plan of 

Subdivision

Zoning By‐Law 

Amendment

Building 

Permit Fees

Development 

Charges Total

Planning Fees ‐ 

% of Total

1 Toronto, City of 55,707$           245,510$     124,542$            324,052$      8,970,000$         9,719,810$         4.4%

2 Mississauga, City of 48,986$           65,561$        121,750$            305,651$      8,526,608$         9,068,557$         2.6%

3 Brampton, City of 30,888$           93,510$        9,571$                219,809$      8,536,465$         8,890,242$         1.5%

4 Oakville, Town of 45,694$           72,262$        19,400$              307,509$      5,866,630$         6,311,495$         2.2%

5 Whitby, Town of 53,711$           77,036$        10,869$              223,897$      5,305,700$         5,671,212$         2.5%

6 Milton, Town of 39,754$           83,003$        14,310$              215,535$      5,243,430$         5,596,032$         2.4%

7 Halton Hills, Town of ‐ Proposed 43,965$           102,080$     15,779$              315,871$      4,892,530$         5,370,224$         3.0%

8 Halton Hills, Town of ‐ Current 36,026$           97,463$        15,876$              315,871$      4,892,530$         5,357,766$         2.8%

9 Oshawa, City of 40,883$           25,911$        5,068$                242,291$      4,785,200$         5,099,354$         1.4%

10 Ajax, Town of 68,447$           61,017$        24,947$              204,387$      4,718,200$         5,076,997$         3.0%

11 Pickering, City of 52,333$           50,183$        16,583$              232,258$      4,544,400$         4,895,758$         2.4%

12 Burlington, City of 35,902$           116,358$     14,903$              301,583$      4,219,930$         4,688,676$         3.6%

13 Hamilton, City of 19,040$           44,183$        17,509$              279,267$      3,933,700$         4,293,698$         1.9%

14 Vaughan, City of 95,061$           108,194$     39,931$              211,819$      3,750,600$         4,205,605$         5.8%

15 Markham, City of 103,980$        303,470$     37,510$              294,317$      3,242,599$         3,981,876$         11.2%

16 Ottawa, City of 18,227$           71,828$        15,215$              14,493$         3,536,400$         3,656,163$         2.9%

17 Richmond Hill, Town of 103,257$        66,189$        14,182$              261,987$      3,034,900$         3,480,515$         5.3%
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Table 4-2 
Development Fee Impacts Survey of 1,000 sq.mt Retail Development 

    

 

4.1.3 Industrial Building (30,000 sq.mt.) - Site Plan Application (Table 4-3)  

The current planning fees for an industrial site plan of 30,000 sq.mt. would be $49,427.  

Imposing the recommended fee structure would result in a fee of $77,593 or an 

increase of $28,166 (+58%).  Measuring the impact including building permit fees and 

development charges, the total input development application costs would increase by 

0.7%.  Moreover, planning application fees as percentage of total development fees 

payable would increase from 1.2% to 1.8%.  Under this recommendation the Town’s 

position relative to the comparator municipalities would remain unchanged at 13th out of 

16 municipalities.  For this development type, the Town’s total development fees would 

be less than that in all Halton Region area municipalities.   

Rank Municipality Site Plan

Zoning By‐Law 

Amendment

Building 

Permit Fees

Development 

Charges Total

Planning Fees ‐ 

% of Total

1 Markham, City of 24,880$        37,510$              14,880$         572,150$            649,420$            9.6%

2 Richmond Hill, Town of 18,849$        14,182$              15,100$         523,650$            571,781$            5.8%

3 Toronto, City of 24,782$        45,250$              19,200$         459,158$            548,390$            12.8%

4 Vaughan, City of 20,006$        10,492$              14,000$         498,300$            542,798$            5.6%

5 Oakville, Town of 18,766$        26,134$              23,060$         450,859$            518,819$            8.7%

6 Burlington, City of 8,698$           21,894$              22,650$         460,729$            513,971$            6.0%

7 Halton Hills, Town of ‐ Proposed 21,183$        21,965$              16,100$         396,139$            455,387$            9.5%

8 Halton Hills, Town of ‐ Current 18,086$        20,715$              16,100$         396,139$            451,040$            8.6%

9 Milton, Town of 9,567$           15,600$              10,620$         412,759$            448,546$            5.6%

10 Mississauga, City of 25,801$        54,350$              17,240$         328,626$            426,017$            18.8%

11 Brampton, City of 6,080$           10,297$              16,320$         325,460$            358,157$            4.6%

12 Whitby, Town of 16,747$        15,661$              13,920$         252,689$            299,017$            10.8%

13 Oshawa, City of 5,854$           10,506$              15,070$         244,709$            276,139$            5.9%

14 Hamilton, City of 11,515$        23,345$              16,470$         222,488$            273,818$            12.7%

15 Ottawa, City of 19,358$        15,215$              830$               236,160$            271,563$            12.7%

16 Ajax, Town of 9,108$           24,980$              13,000$         207,419$            254,507$            13.4%

17 Pickering, City of 7,650$           16,625$              10,000$         185,785$            220,060$            11.0%
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Table 4-3 
Development Fee Impacts for an Industrial Building (30,000 sq.mt.) 

 

 

4.2 Impact Analysis Summary 

Based on the survey results, the recommended fees produce development fees greater 

than those provided under the current fee structure.  However, the Town’s ranking 

amongst the municipal comparators remains unchanged, and for the most part below 

that of the other Halton Region area municipalities.  Finally, while the total planning 

impacts are significant in the case of the industrial development type surveyed, for each 

development type when measured on a total development cost basis, including building 

permits and development charges, the overall cost impacts are nominal (0.2% to 1% 

crease). 

 

Rank Municipality Site Plan

Building 

Permit Fees

Development 

Charges Total

Planning Fees ‐ 

% of Total

1 Markham, City of 131,310$      364,800$      10,201,976$      10,698,086$      1.2%

2 Richmond Hill, Town of 18,849$        414,000$      8,056,496$         8,489,345$         0.2%

3 Mississauga, City of 69,990$        376,000$      7,825,278$         8,271,268$         0.8%

4 Vaughan, City of 21,029$        285,000$      7,847,996$         8,154,025$         0.3%

5 Oakville, Town of 197,696$      432,850$      6,678,630$         7,309,176$         2.7%

6 Brampton, City of 6,258$           337,800$      6,039,300$         6,383,358$         0.1%

7 Burlington, City of 47,268$        206,157$      5,634,330$         5,887,755$         0.8%

8 Whitby, Town of 64,613$        299,700$      5,308,170$         5,672,483$         1.1%

9 Ajax, Town of 32,988$        270,000$      5,360,370$         5,663,358$         0.6%

10 Pickering, City of 15,550$        255,000$      4,711,364$         4,981,914$         0.3%

11 Milton, Town of 38,067$        212,400$      4,295,730$         4,546,197$         0.8%

12 Hamilton, City of 11,515$        346,800$      4,162,404$         4,520,719$         0.3%

13 Halton Hills, Town of ‐ Proposed 77,593$        294,090$      3,830,430$         4,202,113$         1.8%

14 Halton Hills, Town of ‐ Current 49,427$        294,090$      3,830,430$         4,173,947$         1.2%

15 Oshawa, City of 5,854$           262,796$      3,749,070$         4,017,720$         0.1%

16 Ottawa, City of 21,509$        19,500$         3,374,486$         3,415,495$         0.6%

17 Toronto, City of 229,232$      430,500$      303,542$            963,275$            23.8%
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5. Conclusions 

5.1 Conclusions 

Summarized in this technical report is the legislative context for the planning application 

fees review, the methodology undertaken, A.B.C. results and full cost of service, and 

fee structure recommendations.  In developing the recommended fee structure, careful 

consideration was given affordability, market competitiveness, and to the recent trends 

pertaining to planning fees, including recent comments of the O.M.B. concerning 

planning application fees.   

The recommendations of the planning application fees review have been designed to 

provide the Town with a recommended fee structure for Council’s consideration to 

increase the planning application cost recovery levels by recovering the service costs 

from benefiting parties.  The municipality will ultimately determine the level of cost 

recovery and phasing strategy that is suitable for their objectives. 
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Appendix A – Recommended Fee Structure
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Full OPA application fee plus ZBA application base fee

Full SUB application fee plus 75% of ZBA application base fee

Full SUB application fee plus OPA application base fee and 75% of ZBA application base fee

Current

2018

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐1 1‐10 10‐20 20‐40

OPA ‐ Processing Fee  ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Average Cost Fee                  22,846  22,846                                120           100           80              70              6,000        3,000        1,500        750          

Minor and/or Technical                  12,858  12,858                                ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

OPA Deferral Removal Fee ‐ Town 4,707                  4,707                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

OPA Revision Fee  19,057 / 8,959 
 37% of full application 

fees ($8,959 minimum) 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Halton Region OPA ‐ Town Review Fee 9,070                  3,365                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         
Halton Region OPA when filed with consolidated Town 

OPA/ZBA 6,349                  
                                 2,356 

‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Current

2018

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐1 1‐10 10‐20 20‐40

ZBA Fee                          ‐    ‐                                      ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            0

Average Cost Fee                  19,746  19,746                                500           300           200           100           5,000        3,000        2,000        500          

Minor and/or Technical 11,365                11,365                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

ZBA Revision  16,187 / 7,807 
 40% of full application 

fees ($7,807 minimum) 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Holding By‐Law Amendment Removal ‐ Major 5,166                  5,500                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Holding By‐Law Amendment Removal ‐ Minor 2,870                  2,870                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Holding By‐Law Amendment Removal ‐ Special 574                     574                                   ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Temporary Use 12,284                19,746                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Council Extenstion of a Temporary Use By‐law 5,396                  5,396                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

0

Current

2018

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐5,000

5,001‐

20,000

20,001‐

45,000

45,001‐

100,000

Site Plan Agreement 4,707                  5,114                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Site Plan Application Fee                          ‐    ‐                                      ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Average Cost Fee  12,284 / 43,625  12,284                                400           200           125           90              2.69          2.15          1.34          0.67         

Minor Application Fee 8,954                  8,954                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Site Plan Revision  9,644 / 5,281 
 20% of  full application 

fees ($5,127 minimum) 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Site Plan Extension Fee 1,033                  1,121                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Recommended Fees

Recommended Fees

Per Non‐Residential Sq.M. GFA

Recommended Fees

Zoning By‐Law Amendment (ZBA)

Official Plan Amendment (OPA)

Variable Fee

Per Residential Unit Per Non‐Residential Hectare

Variable Fee

Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By‐law Amendment and Plan of 

Subdivision Applications received concurrently

Zoning By‐law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision Applications received 

concurrently

Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By‐law Amendment Applications 

received concurrently

Town of Halton Hills Planning Fees Review Study

Recommended FeesCombined Application Fees

Recommended Fee Schedule

Per Residential Unit Per Non‐Residential Hectare

Site Plan Application (SPA)

Variable Fee

Per Residential Unit
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Current ‐                                  

2018 ‐                                  

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐1 1‐10 10‐20 20‐40

SUB Agreement 6,314                  6,314                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

SUB Application Fee                          ‐    ‐                                      ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Average Cost Fee  62,107 / 43,739  24,224                                500           400           350           300           5,000        4,500        3,500        3,000       

Minor fee 24,224                24,224                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

SUB Final Approval Fee 16,991                16,991                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

SUB Final Approval Fee ‐ Administrative 2,870                  2,870                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐            ‐            ‐           

SUB Revision
 2,526 / 12,169 / 

28,856 

 23% of full application 

fees ($2,526 Minimum 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

SUB Ext. of Draft Approval (Council) 4,133                                                    3,671  ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

SUB Ext. of Draft Approval (Staff) 1,033                                                       917  ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

CDM Agreement 6,314                  6,314                              

CDM Application Fee
 24,452 / 43,510  28,051                               

CDM Final Approval Fee ‐ Primary 17,909                17,909                            

CDM Final Approval Fee ‐ Secondary 5,740                  5,740                              

CDM Revision  22,386 / 7,003 
 35% of full application 

fees ($7,003 minimum) 

CDM Ext. of Draft Approval (Council) 4,133                                                    3,344 

CDM Ext. of Draft Approval (Staff) 919                                                           744 

CDM Conversion or Exemption Fee 20,779                28,051                            

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

Part Lot Control Exemption By‐Law Preparation and 

Registration 1,837                   1,800                                 

Part Lot Control Exemption By‐Law Preparation and 

Registration ‐ Extension Request
                   1,837                                   1,800 

PLCB Application Fee  5,970 / 6,774  6,663                                 

PLCB Application Fee ‐ Extension 689                     1,340                              

Deeming By‐law 2,296                  4,012                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

Consent Application 9,758                  10,000                            

Consent Minor Application Fee (Lot Line Adjustment, 

Easement)
                   4,707                                   4,707 

Consent Revision                    1,891                                   2,729 

Consent Post Approval (Certification)                    2,755  2,755                                 

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

Minor Variance Application Fee 4,936                  5,750                              

Minor Variance ‐ Minor Residential Application fee
2,870                   2,870                                 

Consent

Part Lot Control By‐Law (PLCB).

Minor Variance

Condominium (CDM)

Variable Fee

Per Residential Unit Per Non‐Residential HectareSubdivision (SUB)

Recommended Fees
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Appendix B -  Planning Application Fee 
Survey
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Full OPA application fee plus ZBA application base fee

Full SUB application fee plus 75% of ZBA application base fee

Full SUB application fee plus OPA application base fee and 75% of ZBA application base fee

Current

2018

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐1 1‐10 10‐20 20‐40

OPA ‐ Processing Fee  ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Average Cost Fee                  22,846  22,846                                120           100           80              70              6,000        3,000        1,500        750          

Minor and/or Technical                  12,858  12,858                                ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

OPA Deferral Removal Fee ‐ Town 4,707                  4,707                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

OPA Revision Fee  19,057 / 8,959 
 37% of full application 

fees ($8,959 minimum) 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Halton Region OPA ‐ Town Review Fee 9,070                  3,365                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         
Halton Region OPA when filed with consolidated Town 

OPA/ZBA 6,349                  
                                 2,356 

‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Current

2018

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐1 1‐10 10‐20 20‐40

ZBA Fee                          ‐    ‐                                      ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            0

Average Cost Fee                  19,746  19,746                                500           300           200           100           5,000        3,000        2,000        500          

Minor and/or Technical 11,365                11,365                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

ZBA Revision  16,187 / 7,807 
 40% of full application 

fees ($7,807 minimum) 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Holding By‐Law Amendment Removal ‐ Major 5,166                  5,500                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Holding By‐Law Amendment Removal ‐ Minor 2,870                  2,870                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Holding By‐Law Amendment Removal ‐ Special 574                     574                                   ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Temporary Use 12,284                19,746                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Council Extenstion of a Temporary Use By‐law 5,396                  5,396                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

0

Current

2018

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐5,000

5,001‐

20,000

20,001‐

45,000

45,001‐

100,000

Site Plan Agreement 4,707                  5,114                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Site Plan Application Fee                          ‐    ‐                                      ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Average Cost Fee  12,284 / 43,625  12,284                                400           200           125           90              2.69          2.15          1.34          0.67         

Minor Application Fee 8,954                  8,954                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Site Plan Revision  9,644 / 5,281 
 20% of  full application 

fees ($5,127 minimum) 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Site Plan Extension Fee 1,033                  1,121                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Recommended Fees

Recommended Fees

Per Non‐Residential Sq.M. GFA

Recommended Fees

Zoning By‐Law Amendment (ZBA)

Official Plan Amendment (OPA)

Variable Fee

Per Residential Unit Per Non‐Residential Hectare

Variable Fee

Official Plan Amendment, Zoning By‐law Amendment and Plan of 

Subdivision Applications received concurrently

Zoning By‐law Amendment and Plan of Subdivision Applications received 

concurrently

Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By‐law Amendment Applications 

received concurrently

Town of Halton Hills Planning Fees Review Study

Recommended FeesCombined Application Fees

Recommended Fee Schedule

Per Residential Unit Per Non‐Residential Hectare

Site Plan Application (SPA)

Variable Fee

Per Residential Unit
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Current ‐                                  

2018 ‐                                  

Fee Base Fee 0‐25 26‐100 101‐200 201‐1,000 0‐1 1‐10 10‐20 20‐40

SUB Agreement 6,314                  6,314                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

SUB Application Fee                          ‐    ‐                                      ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Average Cost Fee  62,107 / 43,739  24,224                                500           400           350           300           5,000        4,500        3,500        3,000       

Minor fee 24,224                24,224                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

SUB Final Approval Fee 16,991                16,991                             ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

SUB Final Approval Fee ‐ Administrative 2,870                  2,870                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐            ‐            ‐           

SUB Revision
 2,526 / 12,169 / 

28,856 

 23% of full application 

fees ($2,526 Minimum 
‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

SUB Ext. of Draft Approval (Council) 4,133                                                    3,671  ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

SUB Ext. of Draft Approval (Staff) 1,033                                                       917  ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐            ‐           

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

CDM Agreement 6,314                  6,314                              

CDM Application Fee
 24,452 / 43,510  28,051                               

CDM Final Approval Fee ‐ Primary 17,909                17,909                            

CDM Final Approval Fee ‐ Secondary 5,740                  5,740                              

CDM Revision  22,386 / 7,003 
 35% of full application 

fees ($7,003 minimum) 

CDM Ext. of Draft Approval (Council) 4,133                                                    3,344 

CDM Ext. of Draft Approval (Staff) 919                                                           744 

CDM Conversion or Exemption Fee 20,779                28,051                            

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

Part Lot Control Exemption By‐Law Preparation and 

Registration 1,837                   1,800                                 

Part Lot Control Exemption By‐Law Preparation and 

Registration ‐ Extension Request
                   1,837                                   1,800 

PLCB Application Fee  5,970 / 6,774  6,663                                 

PLCB Application Fee ‐ Extension 689                     1,340                              

Deeming By‐law 2,296                  4,012                               ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐         

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

Consent Application 9,758                  10,000                            

Consent Minor Application Fee (Lot Line Adjustment, 

Easement)
                   4,707                                   4,707 

Consent Revision                    1,891                                   2,729 

Consent Post Approval (Certification)                    2,755  2,755                                 

Current Recommended Fees

2018 Fee Base Fee

Minor Variance Application Fee 4,936                  5,750                              

Minor Variance ‐ Minor Residential Application fee
2,870                   2,870                                 

Consent

Part Lot Control By‐Law (PLCB).

Minor Variance

Condominium (CDM)

Variable Fee

Per Residential Unit Per Non‐Residential HectareSubdivision (SUB)

Recommended Fees
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Jeff Markowiak, Manager (Acting) of Development Review 
 

DATE: May 16, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: PLS-2018-0047 
 

RE: Conditional water allocation for 167-171 Mountainview Road 
North (8 SDE from the Georgetown residential infill pool) 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. PLS-2018-0047, dated May 16, 2018, regarding the “Conditional 
water allocation for 167-171 Mountainview Road North (8 SDE from the Georgetown 
residential infill pool)” be received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT 8 single detached equivalents (SDE) of water system capacity 
be allocated from the Georgetown residential infill pool to 167-171 Mountainview Road 
North (Site Plan D11SPA17.003) conditional on the issuance of building permits within 
18 months of the date of Council approval of this report, failing which, Council may, at 
its discretion, withdraw the respective water allocation. 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The property municipally known as 167-171 Mountainview Road North is currently the 
subject of Site Plan application D11SPA17.003 for a 9-unit bungaloft townhouse 
development; see the site plan attached as SCHEDULE 1.  In July 2016 Council 
approved a site specific Zoning By-law amendment to permit the townhouse 
development.  Staff is currently reviewing the third Site Plan submission for the project, 
which is expected to resolve the few minor outstanding issues that remain. 
 
The site is subject to a Holding (H1) Provision, which may be lifted once Council is 
satisfied that: 

 an appropriate Site Plan agreement has been executed; and 

 the allocation of servicing has been approved by the Region of Halton. 
 
Staff anticipates the Site Plan agreement to be finalized next month (June 2018).  This 
report recommends allocation of the necessary 8 SDEs for the Region of Halton to clear 
the servicing condition.   
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COMMENTS: 

Town staff is targeting the July 9, 2018, Council meeting to bring forward a report 
recommending the removal of the Holding (H1) Provision in order to allow work on the 
townhouse development to commence during the summer. 
 
This report recommends that 8 single detached equivalents (SDE) of water system 
capacity be allocated from the Georgetown residential infill pool to 167-171 
Mountainview Road, conditional on the issuance of building permits for the townhouse 
development within 18 months of the date of Council approval of this report.  Should 
building permits not be issued within the 18 month period Council may, at its discretion, 
withdraw the respective water allocation.  The allocation of the 8 SDEs will allow the 
Region of Halton to clear the servicing condition of the Holding (H1) Provision prior to 
the July 9, 2018, Council meeting targeted for the Holding Removal report. 
 
If Council approves the allocation of 8 SDE to 167-171 Mountainview Road North the 
following amounts will be left remaining in the respective Georgetown water allocation 
pools: 

 362 SDE in the residential infill pool; and  

 113 SDE in the non-residential pool. 

RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This report supports the following strategic directions outlined in Council’s 2014-2018 
Strategic Action Plan: 
 
Achieve Sustainable Growth: 
 

 To ensure that growth is managed so as to ensure a balanced, sustainable, well 
planned community that meets the needs of its residents and businesses. 

 
Provide Sustainable Infrastructure & Services: 
 

 To maintain and enhance community infrastructure and services that support our 
quality of life. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

Water allocation is required to allow projects to advance through the land and building 
approvals process.  Development triggers collection of various monies throughout the 
approvals process and ultimately results in the expansion of the Town’s assessment 
base. 

CONSULTATION: 

Planning staff have consulted with the appropriate Town departments and the Region of 
Halton in preparation of this report. 
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

No public notification or engagement is required for the allocation of water system 
capacity. 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Halton Hills.  Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.   
 
The recommendations outlined in this report are not applicable to the Strategy’s 
implementation. 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

A copy of this report and Council’s decision will be forwarded to the Applicant and the 
Region of Halton. 

CONCLUSION: 

This report recommends that 8 single detached equivalents (SDE) of water system 
capacity be allocated from the Georgetown residential infill pool to the 9-unit bungaloft 
townhouse development at 167-171 Mountainview Road, conditional on the issuance of 
building permits for the development within 18 months of the date of Council approval of 
this report.   

Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

John Linhardt, Commissioner of Planning and Sustainability  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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SCHEDULE 1 – Site Plan for 167-171 Mountainview Road North (Report PLS-2018-0047) 
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Teri Hoey, Supervisor of Construction 
 

DATE: May 14, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: TPW-2018-0010 
 

RE: Award of Tender T-015-18 for 22 Side Road Reconstruction, 
Limehouse 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. TPW-2018-0010, dated May 14, 2018, regarding Award of Tender T-
015-18 for 22 Side Road Reconstruction, Limehouse, be received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT Council awards to Pacific Paving Limited, 5845 Luke Road, 
Suite 201, Mississauga, Ontario, L4W 2K5, be awarded Contract No. T-015-18, 22 Side 
Road Reconstruction, at a total amount of $675,325.00 (plus applicable taxes);  
 
AND FURTHER THAT Council authorizes the Mayor and Clerk to execute the 
necessary contract documents for this project. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

In the 2018 Capital Budget, funds were allocated and approved for the 22 Side Road 
Reconstruction, Limehouse, with the Corporate Ranking of #24. 
 
The original limits for this project were from Fifth Line to Highway 7 and during detailed 
design multiple alternatives including differing active transportation options, the limits 
were adjusted.  In 2018, Fifth Line to 50m east of Elizabeth Street (urban section) will 
be reconstructed, and in 2019 staff will budget to complete the remainder (rural section) 
to Highway 7.  This will allow for active transportation components to be included.  Refer 
to Attachment A.  Hydro relocations will be required as part of the altered design in both 
the urban and rural sections.  In addition, this will allow the Town to apply for additional 
Ontario Commuter Cycling funding. 
 
This year’s 22 Side Road Reconstruction, Limehouse is comprised of asphalt removal 
and replacement, new curb, storm sewer, multi-use path, concrete sidewalk and 
associated restoration.  The Town of Halton Hills is working with the Halton District 
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School Board (HDSB) to reconfigure the Limehouse Public School parking lot to a 
format that was agreed upon as part of this project.  Also, a community parking lot will 
be built at Tolton Park.  Refer to Attachment B. 
 
 
COMMENTS: 

Staff issued Tender T-015-18, 22 Side Road Reconstruction, Limehouse on March 28, 
2018.  The bids were posted on the Town’s website and advertised on the bids and 
tenders.ca website and on www.biddingo.com.   

Twenty-seven (27) bids were downloaded and nine (9) bids were received.  The tenders 
closed on April 18, 2018.  Bids were received as follows: 

Contractor Subtotal HST Total  

Pacific Paving Ltd. $675,325.00 $87,792.25 $763,117.25 

Gedco Excavating Ltd. $770,625.53 $100,181.32 $870,806.85 

Royal Ready Construction 

Limited 

$893,800.75 $116,194.10 $1,009,994.85 

Graham Bros. Construction 

Limited 

$923,657.90 $120,075.54 $1,043,733.44 

Ashland Paving Ltd. $938,905.88 $122,057.77 $1,060,963.65 

Ambler & Co. Inc. $951,554.00 $123,702.02 $1,075,256.02 

Associated Paving & 

Materials Ltd. 

$1,082,276.55 $140,695.95 $1,222,972.50 

Aecon Construction and 

Materials Limited 

$1,102,973.63 $143,386.57 $1,246,360.20 

Coco Paving Inc. $1,176,404.11 $152,932.53 $1,329,336.64 
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RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

Under the strategic priority for Infrastructure (Old and New), this report is relevant to 
achieving priority G - Provide Sustainable Infrastructure and Services: 
 
G.1  To provide infrastructure and services that meets the needs of our  

community in an efficient, effective and environmentally sustainable manner. 
 
 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

The approved 22 Side Road budget for construction is $1,000,000.00.  The total bid 
amount is $687,210.72; therefore, is under budget.   
 
The following summarizes the financial impact for 22 Side Road, Limehouse: 
 

Budget $1,000,000.00 

HDSB portion $30,000.00 

 

Less:  

Tendered Amount 
(Miscellaneous) 

($41,823.36) 

Tendered Amount (Road Works) ($500,616.46) 

Tendered Amount (HDSB 
parking lot) 

($88,556.64) 

Tendered Amount (Community 
parking lot, Tolton Park) 

($56,214.26) 

CCTV of Storm Sewer ($1,500.00) 

Utility Relocations ($40,000.00) 

Material Testing ($75,000.00) 

Contingency ($70,000.00) 

 Anticipated Surplus $156,289.28 

 
The Town of Halton Hills will enter into an agreement with HDSB regarding their 
commitment to a $30,000.00 share of the costs to reconfigure and resurface the 
Limehouse Public School parking lot.  Refer to Attachment C. 
 
The 2018 Budget includes funding to replace the fencing and install an interpretive kiosk 
for Tolton Park. The 22 Side Road works provide an opportunity to implement 
community parking adjacent to the park in an efficient manner and coordinated with the 
road works.  Based on the tender results, there are sufficient funds to complete the 
works as part of this project.  The fencing and kiosk will be implemented upon 
completion of the road project. 
 
Any remaining funds from Phase 1 will be utilized for Phase 2, and the 2019 Capital 
budget will be revised accordingly. 
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CONSULTATION: 

22 Side Road has been identified through the Cycling Master Plan for a proposed paved 
shoulder.  Through consultation with Council, paved shoulders were determined to be 
the preferred alternative.  Within the village of Limehouse, a multi-use path will be 
constructed on the north side from Fifth Line to Wolseley Street.  This will allow for 
connectivity to the paved shoulder, which will run from Wolseley Street to Highway 7 
upon completion in 2019. 

The Manager of Purchasing is in agreement with this recommendation. 
 
The Manager of Accounting and Town Treasurer is in agreement with this 
recommendation. 
 
The Manager of Parks and Open Space is aware of the project. 
 
The Manager of Transportation is aware of the project. 
 
 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

Staff held a Public Information Centre (PIC) on February 28, 2018, which included a 
presentation.  The PIC was well-attended with thirty-nine (39) people.  The general 
consensus from the PIC was positive, with the plans as presented.  A summary of 
comments received to date is attached as Attachment D. 
 
Through comment forms and at the PIC, questions regarding traffic in the village of 
Limehouse were brought forward.  Following the completion of the 22 Side Road 
project, Transportation staff will undertake a review of operating speeds in the transition 
zone between rural and urban areas on 22 Side Road.  In 2018, the Town will deploy 
speed radar message boards to Limehouse and organize speed enforcement blitzes 
with the Halton Regional Police Service. 

Based on the results of operating speed review, additional traffic calming devices may  
be considered.   
 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Halton Hills.  Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.  The relationship 
between this report and the Strategy is summarized below: 
 
Do the report’s recommendations advance the Strategy’s implementation? 
 
Yes. 
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Which pillar(s) of sustainability does this report support? 
 
Economic Prosperity and Social Well-being - To provide infrastructure and services that 
meet the needs of our community in an efficient, effective and environmentally 
sustainable manner. 
 
In Summary, the Sustainability Implications of this report are as follows: 
 
Overall, the alignment of this report with the Community Sustainability Strategy is: 
 
Good. 
 
 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

The ROADS 2018 Information Package was provided to the Mayor and Members of 
Council and the Senior Management Team on February 26, 2018.  This package 
illustrates the 2018 works, and includes the specific areas slated for road renewal, plans 
for notifying residents of the scheduled works, and customer service protocol.  Notice of 
Construction letters will be hand-delivered to affected residents.  Door knockers will be 
provided on site regarding access restrictions and specific construction activities. 
 
Staff discussions with Pacific Paving Limited will occur as to the scheduling and the 
Town’s expectations toward customer service, additional notices will be sent to 
residents prior to work on 22 Side Road. As per recent years, the Mayor will be invited 
to the initial start-up meeting. Town staff will work closely with Pacific Paving Limited to 
ensure the work is carried out in accordance with the contract document and with as 
little disruption to the local community and public traffic, as possible. 
 
22 Side Road will be open to one lane of traffic at all times during construction.  All 
emergency services will be notified. 
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CONCLUSION: 

The bid document submitted by Pacific Paving Limited meets or exceeds our 
specifications in all regards.  Staff recommends Council Award Tender T-015-18, to 
Pacific Paving Limited for the 22 Side Road Reconstruction, Limehouse. 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

Dick Spear, Superintendent of Public Works 

 

Chris Mills, Commissioner of Transportation and Public Works 

 

Brent Marshall, CAO  
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 REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Aaron Brown, Project Manager, Municipal Infrastructure 
 

DATE: April, 18, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: TPW-2018-0020 
 

RE: Award of Engineering Services for the Design of  
Armstrong Avenue Phase 2  
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. TPW-2018-0020, dated April 18, 2018, regarding the Award of 
Engineering Services for the Design of Armstrong Avenue Phase 2, be received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT Council approves the Engineering Services for the Design of the 
Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 contract award to R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd., 2001 
Sheppard Avenue East, Suite 300, Toronto, ON, M2J 4Z8, in the amount of 
$203,525.00 (plus HST); 
 
AND FURTHER THAT staff be authorized to transfer $96,500 of unused Capital 
Replacement Reserve funds from the Armstrong Avenue Reconstruction Phase 1 
project to the Armstrong Avenue Reconstruction Phase 2 project; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Manager of Purchasing be authorized to issue a purchase 
order to R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd., 2001 Sheppard Avenue East, Suite 300, 
Toronto, ON, M2J 4Z8, in the amount of $94,725.00 (plus HST), for the design portion 
only of Armstrong Avenue Phase 2; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT remaining funding required for the Armstrong Avenue 
Reconstruction Phase 2 project be referred to Budget Committee; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Manager of Purchasing be authorized to issue a purchase 
order to R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd., 2001 Sheppard Avenue East, Suite 300, 
Toronto, ON, M2J 4Z8 in the amount of $108,800.00 (plus HST) for the contract 
administration and inspection services for the Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 
Reconstruction project, should funding be approved as part of the 2019 Budget 
Committee deliberations; 
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BACKGROUND: 

In the 2017 Capital Budget, Council approved the Armstrong Avenue Phase 1 project.  
In order to complete the engineering design of Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 in time for a 
2019 construction date, the need arose to hire the expertise of a qualified Engineering 
Consulting Firm. The firm will be required to complete the engineering design for the 
Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 Reconstruction project comprising of all engineering design 
related issues, including storm water management, pavement design, as well as, 
acquiring all necessary permit approvals for Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) and the 
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC). 
 
 
COMMENTS: 

A Request for Proposal (RFP) P-092-18 for Engineering Services was issued on April 
10, 2018.  The bid was posted on the Town’s website and advertised on the 
bidsandtenders.ca website. 
 
Fifteen (15) firms downloaded the document.  The RFP closed on May 1, 2018 and 
seven (7) bid submissions were received as follows:   
 

Vendor Location 

Chisholm Fleming & Associates Markham, ON 

Cole Engineering Group Ltd. Markham, ON 

exp Services Inc. Cambridge, ON 

GM Blueplan Engineering Limited Cambridge, ON 

IBI Group Professional Services (Canada) Inc. Toronto, ON 

MTE Consultants Inc. Kitchener, ON 

R. V. Anderson Associates Limited Toronto, ON 

 
The bids were evaluated by a staff team based on experience, methodology and price.      
R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd. was determined to be the highest ranking proponent.    
 
R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd. is a Canadian provider of professional, technical and 
management support services.  Their Niagara office will be supporting this proposal. 
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RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

The following objectives within the Town’s Strategic Plan are directly related to the 
Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 Reconstruction project: 
 
C.9 To promote the establishment of more viable live/work relationships to reduce 

commuting. 
 
H.1  To provide infrastructure and services that meets the needs of our  

community in an efficient, effective and environmentally sustainable manner.  
 
 
 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 
 
Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 Reconstruction – Engineering  
 
The engineering design and contract administration fee breakdown is as follows: 
 
Part 1 Engineering Design Services    $   94,725.00 
Part 2 Contract Administration and Inspection Services $ 108,800.00 

Sub Total  $ 203,525.00 
 
There is $832,156 remaining in the Capital Budget for Armstrong Avenue Phase 1 and 
staff are requesting that a portion of these remaining monies be used for the 
Engineering Design Services portion of Armstrong Avenue Phase 2. The monies 
required for the Contract Administration and Inspection Services will be requested as 
part of the 2019 Capital Budget for the reconstruction of Armstrong Avenue Phase 2. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 

Staff consulted with the Manager of Purchasing and the Manager of Accounting in the 
preparation of this report. They are in agreement with the recommendations. 
 
 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

Through the design phase, key stakeholder groups will be engaged to ensure a 
comprehensive design.  These stakeholders include the Active Transportation 
Committee, Bell Canada, Halton Hills Hydro, Union Gas, as well as, all local businesses 
and residents. Engagement will include the CVC and the MOECC. A Public Information 
Centre will be held to inform residents of the Town’s proposed construction plans. 
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SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Halton Hills. Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.   
 
The recommendation outlined in this report (advances, does not advance, is not 
applicable to) the Strategy’s implementation. 
 
This report supports the (choose one or more) pillar(s) of Sustainability and in summary 
the alignment of this report with the Community Sustainability Strategy is (Good, 
Excellent).  If paragraph 2 is not applicable then remove this paragraph. 
 
 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

The engineering consultant, R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd. will be notified upon 
Council’s approval. 
 
The key stakeholders, businesses and residents will be contacted regarding the Public 
Information Centre. 
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CONCLUSION: 

The proposal document submitted by R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd. is the highest 
ranking proposal. Staff recommends the Manager of Purchasing issue a purchase order 
to R. V. Anderson Associates Ltd. in the amount of $94,725 (plus HST) for professional 
engineering design services for the Armstrong Avenue Phase 2 Reconstruction project 
and an additional purchase order, subject to 2019 budget approval in the amount of 
$108,800 plus HST for the contract administration portion of the project 
 
 
Reviewed and Approved by: 

 

Dick Spear, Superintendent of Public Works  

 

Chris Mills, Commissioner of Transportation and Public Works  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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REPORT 

REPORT TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

REPORT FROM: Matt Roj, Traffic Coordinator 
 

DATE: May 11, 2018 
 

REPORT NO.: TPW-2018-0023 
 

RE: Award of the Proposal P-014-18 for Engineering Services for Turn 
Lane Modifications 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT Report No. TPW-2018-0023, dated May 11, 2018, regarding the Award of the 
Proposal P-014-18 for Engineering Services for Turn Lane Modifications, be received; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT Council approves the Engineering Services for Turn Lane 
Modifications contract award to BT Engineering Inc., 100 Craig Henry Drive, Suite 201, 
Ottawa ON K2G 5W3, for the engineering services of the Maple Avenue and Guelph 
Street, and Maple Avenue and Main Street projects in the amount of $127,473.00 (plus 
HST); 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Manager of Purchasing be authorized to issue a purchase 
order to BT Engineering Inc. for the engineering services of the Maple Avenue and 
Guelph Street, and Maple Avenue and Main Street projects in the amount of 
$127,473.00 (plus HST); 
 
AND FURTHER THAT the Manager of Purchasing be authorized to issue a purchase 
order to BT Engineering Inc. for the contract administration for Maple Avenue and 
Guelph Street, and Maple Avenue and Main Street projects in the amount of $51,840.00 
(plus HST), subject to approval in the 2019 Capital Budget; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT Council authorizes the Treasurer to transfer $11,749.00 from the 
Maple Avenue and Guelph Street Turn Lane Capital Project 6200-16-1807 to Maple 
Avenue and Main Street Turn Lane Capital Project 6200-16-1808. 
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BACKGROUND: 

In the 2018 Capital Budget, monies were allocated and approved for the design of turn 
lanes at Maple Avenue and Main Street, corporate rating #67. The scope of the Maple 
Avenue and Main Street project is the engineering design only of a northbound right 
turn lane to improve the intersection’s level of service. The construction cost of the 
northbound right turn lane at Maple Avenue and Main Street is identified in the 
proposed 2019 Capital Forecast Summary.  
 
In the 2018 Capital Budget, monies were also allocated and approved for the design 
and construction of a southbound right turn lane at Maple Avenue and Guelph Street, 
corporate rating #71. 
 
 
COMMENTS: 

A Request for Proposal (RFP) for the Engineering Services for Turn Lane Modifications 
was issued on March 13, 2018. The bid was posted on the Town’s website and 
advertised on the bidsandtenders.ca website and on www.biddingo.com. Five (5) firms 
downloaded the document. The RFP closed on April 4, 2018 and three (3) submissions 
were received as follows: 
 

Vendor Location 

BT Engineering Inc. London, ON 

Prenix Associates International Limited Mississauga, ON 

SNC-Lavalin Inc. Toronto, ON 

 
Bids were evaluated by a staff team based on experience, price, methodology, project 
approach and understanding, and work schedule. BT Engineering Inc. was determined 
to be the highest ranking proponent. 
 
Staff recommend to complete the detailed engineering designs of both intersections in 
2018, and to undertake the construction of turn lanes at both intersections in 2019. Staff 
is of the opinion that undertaking the construction within the same year for both 
intersections should reduce the cost of construction zone deployment. 
 
To complete the proposed engineering design work, staff recommend the transfer of 
funds from the Maple Avenue and Guelph Street Turn Lane Capital Project 6200-16-
1807 to Maple Avenue and Main Street Turn Lane Capital Project 6200-16-1808 in the 
amount of $11,749.00. 
 
 
RELATIONSHIP TO STRATEGIC PLAN: 

The turn lane modification projects are operational matters. 
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FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

The cost contained in this report will have no further impact on the Town’s financial 
resources. The associated costs were budgeted for the Maple Avenue and Main Street 
Turn Lane Capital Project 6200-16-1808 at $50,000 and Maple Avenue and Guelph 
Street Turn Lane Capital Project 6200-16-1807 at $250,000.  
 
The cost to undertake the proposed design work for the Maple Avenue and Main Street, 
and Maple Avenue and Guelph Street projects is $61,749.00 and $65,724.00, 
respectively. Staff recommend the transfer of funds from the Maple Avenue and Guelph 
Street Turn Lane Project 6200-16-1807 to Maple Avenue and Main Street 6200-16-
1808 in the amount of $11,749.00. The total cost of the engineering services for both 
projects is $127,473.00 (plus HST). 
 

 

CONSULTATION: 

Staff worked in conjunction with Town Purchasing staff and Accounting staff from the 
Corporate Services Department and they are in agreement with this recommendation. 
 
 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: 

There is no public engagement required at this stage. 
 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS: 

The Town is committed to implementing our Community Sustainability Strategy, 
Imagine Halton Hills. Doing so will lead to a higher quality of life.   
 
The recommendation outlined in this report advances the Strategy’s implementation. 
 
This report supports the Social Well-being pillar of Sustainability and in summary the 
alignment of this report with the Community Sustainability Strategy is good. 
 
 
COMMUNICATIONS: 

Local businesses affected by the proposed projects will be notified. 
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CONCLUSION: 

Staff recommend the award of the contract for Engineering Services for Turn Lane 
Modifications to BT Engineering Inc. and that the Manager of Purchasing issue a 
purchase order to BT Engineering Inc. in the amount of $127,473.00, plus HST, for the 
design of the turn lanes and an additional purchase order, subject to budget approval, in 
the amount of $51,840.00, plus HST, for the contract administration portion of the 
project. 
 
Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

Dick Spear, Superintendent of Public Works 

 

Chris Mills, Commissioner of Transportation and Public Works 

 

Brent Marshall, CAO 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

TO: Chair and Members of the Planning, Public Works and 
Transportation Committee 
 

FROM: Matt Roj, Traffic Coordinator 
 

DATE: May 15, 2018 
 

MEMORANDUM NO.: MEM-TPW-2018-0006 
 

RE: Transportation Update 
 

 

PURPOSE OF THE MEMORANDUM: 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide an updated list of Traffic and 
Transportation related matters. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 

The memorandum deals with Traffic and Transportation related matters dealt with by 
staff. 

 

COMMENTS: 

The attached list provides details and a status update of the traffic and transportation 
issues since the April 10, 2018 Committee meeting. This includes the following: 

● Wallace Street, heavy truck cut-through and speeding issues – On May 2, 2018, 
Councillor Albano identified concerns raised by a resident with regards to the 
heavy truck cut-through and speeding issues on Wallace Street. On May 16, 
2018, staff will undertake an onsite meeting with the resident to further discuss 
his concerns and provide an update. (Item #1) 

 
● Third Line/Glen Lawson Road, road safety improvements – On April 10, 2018, 

Councillor Somerville requested an onsite meeting to discuss road safety 
improvements on Third Line and Glen Lawson Road between Churchill Road 
South and Fourth Line. The Town is undertaking an Environmental Assessment 
(EA) of Third Line and Glen Lawson Road, which will consider short-term and 
long-term road safety improvements. On April 30, 2018, Ward 1 Councillors, 
Councillor Fogal, the Glen Lawson EA consultant (Cole Engineering) and staff 
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met onsite to discuss potential road improvements. To prepare the cost estimate 
of the proposed road improvements, the consultant is collecting additional 
information on Third Line and Glen Lawson Road. The proposed road 
improvements will be identified in the 2019 Capital Budget and Business Plan. 
(Item #2) 

 
● Chetholme Place, street safety concerns – On April 23, 2018, Councillor Lawlor 

identified concerns raised by a resident with regards to the street safety concerns 
on Chetholme Place. On May 3, 2018, staff recorded a phone message for the 
resident to further discuss the concerns. (Item #3)  

 
● John Street (Georgetown), speeding issues – On April 11, 2018, Councillor 

Kentner identified concerns raised by residents with regards to the speeding 
issues on John Street between Mountainview Road North and Victoria Street. 

 On April 4, 2018, staff conducted speed studies on John Street to quantify the 
vehicle operating speeds. On April 30, 2018, Mayor, Ward 3 Councillors and staff 
met with the John Street residents to discuss the speed study results and 
proposed next steps. Due to the high operating speeds (69 km/h) on John Street, 
this spring and summer staff will undertake a number of traffic safety 
improvements to slow down the vehicular traffic. To review the effectiveness of 
the traffic calming, staff will conduct follow up speed studies in September 2018. 
In October 2018, staff will organize another meeting with the residents to provide 
an update with regards to the study results. (Item #4)   
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CONCLUSION: 

Staff will continue to work on the existing traffic and transportation matters as identified 
in the attached Excel spreadsheet. New traffic issues will be added to the spreadsheet 
for the Committee’s consideration. 

Reviewed and Approved by, 

 

Dick Spear, Superintendent of Public Works 

 

Chris Mills, Commissioner of Transportation and Public Works  

 

Brent Marshall, CAO  
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